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illYfTh IsityTh
Intellectual fortress or a dilapidated structure
that hasoutlived Its usefulness?These two ends
of a spectrum represent radically different views
on themeaning of the university, the subject of a
seriesbeginning today In the University Arbiter.
Featuring guest writers representing a wide
range of perspectives, ,the series will strive to
examine some of the views within and without
the two ends of the above spectrum in order to
befferunderotand what is really meant by the
term, "an institution of higher education."
Heve Patrick Cox .••.......••.••...•. ~... page 3Revolution is on-going and perpetual. Do you fee
the air growing stale as (;JUrsociety takes over
moreandmore otthe individuals responsibilities.
Who Caused the Fighting
. B it? ,AIn erUI page 4
"Israel. The Palestinians that fled that land are
fighting the Christians in Lebanon."
,Rapp seeswith •'that many more
applications to process- we would
have tremendous difficulty in
keeping up. This year we've been
just keeping our heads above
water with the work we have." if
the office with its present number
or workers can't handle the extra
load, Rapp said the office night
have to decide "whether to find
the staff to support the grants, or
to cut back 'on the programs and
not get" as much. aid for the
students. " Even If university mon-
ey problems to not force the office
to cutbeck statt, Rapp said, "1
don't see hoWwtl can do a very
good job administering the ald ...
getting the students their money
In a timely fashion."
Financial aid will be available to
more BSU students then ever
starting next academic year. But
unless things change, or if they
change for the worse, the office 01
Career and Financial services
(CFS)may not have enough people
to manage the money.
"Based on the best figures we
have," said CFS director Richard
Rapp,"at least twice as many
students will be eligible for Basic
Grants, work study, supplemental
grants,student Incentive pro-
grams. " Under the new federal
Middle Income Assistance 'ACt,
said Rapp,asslstance will be
available for, persons with, family
incomes of up to $25,000 and
there' are cases where It will go
well beyond that."
Rapp also noted that low-Interest
student loans will be available to
students of ,any financial back-
ground, but "Though technically_
the, government approves them,
the banks might not be able to
afford loans to,e;ery student who '
applies, for 'one. "
Rigor Mortis Sets In.•.•...•.... page 5
What happened in Jonestown was no accident or
aberration.
Education, for the Whole Individual
.•.••...•...•.••••••••••. "•......·poge·'7
Getting Our $40 Worth!
Sports ., .....•..•.•.... : page 12
ViJhilethis is not quite equivalent
to handling financial aid for 4000
student, Nee said it was enought
to "swamp" the office. She said,
"Handllng the aid for that many
students could result In a less
personalized approach,and more
ofashuffllng-paper, Impersonal
type ofthlng. We'd be less able to
get, to the students and give them,
help."
-Second Star To The left And
Straight On Till Morning
••••••• ~ Ol>:.. •.• page 17Rapp advised applicants for aidfor next year, "It would be wise to
apply early':" by mid February, if
possible. If everybody waits until
the deadline (March 1)'to apply,
we're going to have a much bigger
bottle neck than we've ever had." Law
1M
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Projects Spring Up To Support Day Care Center
by K. Llbueha-
Two fund raising events are In,
". the planning stages to pay the
salaries of the teachers at the
Child's Future Day Care Center
until more funding becomes avail-
able. In cooperation with the
ASBSU Public Relations Depart-
ment and the business commun-
ity, the Sheraton Downtowner Is
'sponsoring a "MonteCario Night"
on January 25, and Special Events
Director .steve Dingmann will
direct a production in the spring
with all proceeds going to support
continued non-profit child care at
BSU.
Because of difficulty In securing
enouoh money for the proper
handling of the child care service,
one parent, Kent Kramer, a
student at Boise State. went to the
Sheraton with the idea for "Monte
Carlo Niaht" and received a
"g611erous and concerned" re-
sponse, according to ASBSU Pub-
lic Relations Director,' Pat Thoma-
son.
Thomason said, "We will' be
assisting the public relations and
thematic promotion" of the fund
ralser, but "It is only a secondary
role," next to' the Sheraton,
which is donating the facility to
hold "Monte Carlo Night," per-
sonnel to run the gambling tables,
all proceeds from the $5 ticket
sales, free-dinner certificates to
sponsors who contribute prizes for
the end of the night auction, and
10% of all sales from the bar.
"This was an extremely generous
offer on the sheraton's part,"
Thomason added;
Come on in • we are
here for, you!
Yearol-ound tennis
apparel 6 ~qulpment'
Ski wear with fashion
OPEN MON· THURS & 6f.1" 10:00·5:30
\*' FRI TILL 9:00
1he ~~f "
lR~un5hitiegnpany
574 Main Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
, Assistant Director of the "Monte
Carlo Night" at the Sheraton,
Verda Bashmeier, said she pro-
jected a donation of about $2,000
In ticket sales alone. In addition,
proceeds from participants' non-
refundable purchase of additional
"Play money" to use throughout
the evening, and the prizes to 00
auctioned at the end of the
evening wilt also be donated.
donated.
According to Bachmeier, the
newiy chartered Executive wom-
en International orqanlzation has
agreed to help the cause through
promotion of ticket sales. The
women will go to the business
community to sell tickets and seek
prizes for the auction.
Director of Student Activities,
Fred Norman, will be helping out
the "Monte Carlo Night" promo-
tion strictly in an" Advisory
capacity." Most involved In the
project from the university are Pat
Thomason and assistant Glade
Williams, who will receive advice
on thematic public relations from
Norman. Norman also mentioned
the possiblity of directing a pro-
d£Jetionhimself next fall to contln-
ue with the funding of Child's
Future. '
According to Dingmann, the
Sheraton has agreed to help out
with publicity In the spring when
BSU will sponsor a fund raising
plaY,or musical production for the
benefit of Chil(i's Future, while
the student· leaders play the
,publicity role for the ','Monte Carlo
Night."
Marie stoteleno, a VISTA worker
at the day. care center, has taken
on the financial upkeep of; the
'service since former director Blr-
gitta Burkhart's position was elim-
inated becauseof cutoff of CErA'
money In Ada County. Stofelano
INTERESTED
IN AN ANTHROPOLOGY BDA~?
This degree could be available as early as fall
1979. The BSU administration and the Depart-
ment of Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminal
Justice Administration are seriously considering
Implementing this degree and are asking
potential majors to fill out the form below and
return It as soon as possible or to call 385-3406
and leave your nama and phone number. Thank
you.
a=~a_~ a m m_mmm_e_~ _
~ for informational purposes only - not a commitment Im um B:
I NAME 6,
B 1'[.' Pat
/I B Choose FromI PHONE ·CLASSSTANDING I 'Our Selection ofm~
i I Diamond Jewelry Watches ItI Ea . p Je.weler~'
B RETURN TO: Department of Sociology, Anthropology I -.m:~~rnuch'm:~ants .1207 BROADWAY
I and Criminal Justice Administration',A-213 I ::.m~~~~'U2D~~C:S~~O~B~~~·
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Wc¥l pleasedwith the $607 ASBSU
donation, the $116 donation from
the Women's Alliance and Dr.
Keiser's statement of November
3, to match the combined $723
Vice president of Student Affairs
Dr. David Taylor, said, "I did
meet with a group of people, and I
definitely think the university is
interested In helpIng out Child's
Future, "most likely by securing a
facility In an oo-campus house for
the day care center, Presently
Taylor Is waiting for a written list
of. specltlcattons and coding re-
quirements to remodel one of the
existing facilities should one be-
comeavailable. "The bigger ques-
tion is who would pay for the
remodeling to bring it up to
licensing standards," Taylor said,
suggesting the ASBSLJmight be
able to assist in funding.
Dr. 'Taylor noted he is also
looking into the possibility of
providing assistance for the child
care through internships and train-
Ingfor child development and
education department majors.
figure, but as yet she has not
received money from anyone.
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Inaguratlon ceremonles for new there will be a get acquainted
Boise State University president coffee from 9 - 11:30 am in the
John Keiser wi II be Friday, Dec. 8. Lookout room of the Student Union
Keiser, former academic affairs Building.
vlce-presldent from Sangamon In addition to remarks by Keiser,
State University in Spring field, Governor John Evans will speak,
Illinois, took over the reigns of and representatives from the Fac-
,BSU in August, following the ulty (Jerry Tucker), students (Rob
Interim presidency, of Richard Perez), alumni (David Light), and
Bullington. State Board of Education (Leno
Guests and friends from across seppl) will deliver messages from
the country will be on hand to their constituents during the In- .
honor Keiser, as weHas represen- ' aguration cereinony.
tatives from most Qf the higher That evening over 400 people will
education'instltutlcinsintheregion. be seated for a banquet In the SUB
The Inaguratlon 'ceremony will Ballroom at 6:30 pm. Tickets for
begin at 2 pm In theBSU thatevenlwillbesetasldeforBSU
gymnasium with a processional of faculty, staff and students, as well
robed BSU faculty and other as lnvlted' guests, according to
representatives. Prior to that, maouratlon chairman Lee Mercy.
,~"r",fll~--------------'----Il~~
tavern! coffeehouse
~
WHY STOP AT1:00?
rock, jazz, blues till 4:00 FRI & SATe.,
e;, . s 1;> o~ ~e;, ~~
0«j ~e;, s:~«.~ 0~ ~~ ~«.~ ~~<:)
~~ 0~ 4(;0° ~~0~ ~ &"<;
TnE nEW l1UEnnl1lM ll1lJOISE 1J11nUrE
OPEN11:00 AM TO 1:30 AM
Your Molenaar's
Representatives
. on Campus
Rick,i
If sociologists and psychologists
are to be trusted (I for one am
certaln that they shouldn't be),
then the new student class Is
becoming Increasingly materialis-
tic, more conservative politically
and , Ideologically traditional.
What the heil does that mean?
Many are the times that I have
pondered the difference between
the present student class with the
group of ruffians that were In
school during the Viet Nam era.
My academic career started In
1970 so I have a pretty long run
view of the overall student con-
sciousness.
It is necessary to point out that
BSU Is not representative of the
nation's student class; our student
"ACADEMIC"
An Internship Is available with Ar-.
gonne National laboratories. There Is
an opportunity for an undergraduate
research participation for the Honors
caliber [unler or senior who Is planning
a career In englnoorlng or science. This
program '..offers an opportunity for
professional development during the
academic year or summer. The student
Is expoctad to complete ana report on
.an Individual research project which Is
done with the guidanCe of an Argonne
staff member. The first deadline Is for
the summer 1979 11-wook project,
which runs from June 4 to August 17.
The application deadline Is Fobruapt 1; .
1979. Students who are JT18forlngIn
computer science, englnoorlng, math-
ematicS, life sciences or physical sci-
encesshould Inquire prior to Christmas
break for prollmlnary Information and
to make arrangements for nE!COSS8lY
materials for thOlr final application.
Students Interestad In this program
should contact Dr. Masoo Sugiyama,
phone 385-1172, office 5-202, or Dr.
William P., Meeh, phone 385-1122,
office L-406-G.
Graduate fellowships are available to
members of Phi Kappa Phi who are In
their first year of gradiJale study.
Deadline at BSU for application Is Fob.
1, 1979. For further Information contact
Dr. William P. Mach, phone 385-1122,
room L-406-G.
For all who have conslderad a career .
In nursing: The BSU Department of
Nursing will sponsor a "Nurse Careers
Night," Monday, Dec. 11, In tho new
eclonce building, room 156. Workshops
will be conductad en nursing. admini-
stration, Industrial and office nursing,
nursa practltlonlng, and other areas of
the present-dey nursing profession. For
funher Information contact tho Nursing
Department, phone 385-3906.
are gone. The average college
student today seems to be more
Interested In the disco than polities
Even long hair Is on Its way out.
except toa cousin of mine who
seemsto think that It's stili 1969. I
must confess some melancholy for
the times when Dylan was singing
lyrics about the revolution Instead
body Is older and less transient of K. C. and the Sunshine band
than most campusee: Neverthe- singing about shaking your bouty
less, one can observe some gener- or boody or whatever it Is. he
aI tendencies. The protest Is shakes.
definitely over .. Not that It was Ah well, I really wouldn't wish
ever big here In Boise. . the Viet Nam era on anybody, not
VVhllethe country's big unlvers- even my worst enemy. I heard
Itles were boycotting classes on a some lately-come dissidents talk-
national day of protest over the Ing about the social rest that has
Kent State killings, BSU had a come over the student class as of
speaker during tuneh, but no one late and I was absolutely astound-
came. But antl-establlshment was ed to hear someone say tllat they
stylish anyway. It took Boise a wished that they could have been
. little while. longer than most, but around the school In the middle of
the trappings of protest caught on. the student protest. Gad, what
long hair, navy jackets and the foolish youth. The issues were
slang of the liberal hlp contingent certainly plainer then, but the
were Integrated into the Idaho attitude that there is no place for
student life-style. the intellectual In the university is
Obviously, those outward signs totally wrong. If anything, the
PAT COX
"ORQANIZATIONS"
The following will havo represents-
tlves on campus for Interviews during
the month of december: Dec. 5,U.S.
Marine Corps, officer training; Dec. 6,
Pacific University, Preoptometry and
PrephyslcaJ Therapy, graduate school;
Dec. 13, First National Bank of Oregon,
Accounting/Flnance/BUlilness, man-
agement end real estate trainee. For
more Information, contact tho office of
Career end Financial Services, room
A-117, phone 385-1664.
The annual Christmas Ball will be hold
Tuesday, December 7th, at the RodEr
way from 9:00 pm -1:00 am. the dance
will be semi-formal. The band; "Ragg
Band" will playa variety of current and
past favorites. All students, faculty,
and alumni are welcome. Cost will be
$2.50 per !lOfSonand Back photography
will oneo again be taking plC1ures for
those couples deillrlng them. Tickets
are available In the SUB Informatlon-
booth and all residence hall main desks.
Where The Students Aren't
The Sign language Club of BSU will
meet at the Minority. Cultural Center at
I CA M P U S '""') 2256 University Dr. The moot/ngs willbe at 5:30 pm every Thursday night,beginning Nov 30.
\.. CAP SU L E~ MENSA, the Internatlonel high 10
society, Is oxpandlng In Boise. You
might already have qualified. For
Information call Marlen Overton, 888-
5625.
Boise State University Is c:onslderlng
adding one of the follOWing fraternities
oncarnpus: .
Alpha Tau Omega (ATO)
Beta Thata PI (Betas) ,
tambdli Chi Alpha (Lambda Chis) •
Phi Gamma Delta (Flgl's)
Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE)
Sigma Chi
If you are affllleted with one of these
groups or would be Interested In
helping to start one at Bolsa State,
please contact the Siudent Actl.vltlas
Office (2nd Floor, SUB)orcall385-1223:
A colloquium sponsored by the De-
. partmenl of. Foreign Languages will be
. presentad by Dr. Penny Schoonover,
Associate Professor of German {l.
Literature. She will presenta paper In
English on the topic "loneliness as
Success: Franz Blberklpf as a German
Hero. ", The colloquium will be held
December 7, 1978 at 4:00 pm In the
SUB Teton Room. Interestad -partles
are Invited.
"ETCETERA"
:'Cross Country Skiers
~.
Meet Ron Watters
author of
"Ski Trails and Old Timers' Tales
in Idaho & Montana"
Monday, December 4 from 6-8 p.m.
at the BOOtwOfks
o Get your copy signed
by the author
G Slides of Watters. ski trip aCfOSS
the Primitive Area
CiI Free refreshments
EVERYONE .IS INVITED!
Ill' • II
fs ·~·ooo·W~rth'·;f··Gift.·c~rtifi~~t;~·'t~'b~'Gi~;'~'A:;~y. ' .
: Grand Prize: $300 Certificate
. Oth&r Prizes: $ i00·· $50 ,; $25 Certificates~......•................. ~........•..................•.......................•......................
Register at OUIf .
New.Evergreen Plcza .Mall Shop'O~ly
.D~Qwing Saturday, December 2:
S' LE,I\ICES
M~n's Short SleeveShltts l\eg $6· $15 Sale Price 55 each
Men's Sweaters, Vests, and Jackets 30% II 50% off
l.ar9~ Group of Ladles Co"Ordlnates 3tl% ..50% off
~E.A"S• Men's and Womens ... l\egto $25 .~~ Qn .Sal~ for $~097
The Maj@dtyof Our Women's Dr~ssesand Mens's Suits .
. 30% • 50%· off ,
Jangles!
Mow In Two LocQtlons
need "Is greater than ever. Viet
Nam, praise the lord, Is gone.
The need for a collective raising of
the student consciousness is still
here.
The nature of revolution, said
the late and recently denigrated
ChaIrman Mao, Is "ongoing and
perpetual." Now, I am not
endorsing Mr. Tse Tung; his own
people have decided that he was
more than a little senile, or so say
the official posters on Peking
walls. But the concept that a
successful social order C3n come
and survive only with ap ongoing
and perpetual. effort of the people
is worth considering.
The American, revolution was
fought to limit the power of
government over the people of' a
nation. The constitution only
grudgingly admits power to the
wielders of law. The American
revolutionaries never tried for a
utopia. The constitution doesn't
sayanything about guaranteed full
employment or-land use planning
or regulation of advertislnQ or
licensing of dogs, bicycles - and
television stations. The spirit of
thooe radicals that frcllTled the
constitution Is not as evident as It
oncewas.
The .central government has
become the largest single employ-
er In the US economy; the regula-
tions that govern the country have
multiplied to the point that no
single lawyers can even begin to
know the whole game. The
general populace Is crying for
more government to protect them
from more government. Parents
are even asking the goveiTlment to
regulate churches because of the
abomination in Guyana, Everyone
with a problemtums to the
government. Every cause has Its
advocate and every advocate has
111senator.
last night" I watched· "The
Prisoner," a work of pure genius
that was masterminded by Patrick
fiI1cGoohamin the lateOO's. As far
as I know its the only series
produced for commercial televls-
CONTINUEOPAGE 9
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the world
IE Micheal Makhoul
MICHEAL MAKHOUL: If we're
going to discuss the Middle East.
_ It's ImpOrtant to realize th.~t as
long as 3000years ago, the world's
greatest powers. egyptian, Phone-
clan, Greek. Persian, Roman.
Arabs, crusaders, Ottomans. and
since the turn of this century the ~.- .
French and the British. have why they cannot be a unified .major
sought to control the area: The present war between the power. From the point of view of
Geographically, It connects the Arabs and Jews Is a result of the the western world. It was not out
.west with the East and the North British support of the Jewish of sympathy to the Jews that Israel
with the South. In many ways it Is homeland for British purposes. At was created, It was Intended to
the center of the world. It has the time of .the establishment of give the West control of the
great-psychic and spiritual mean- Israel. the Middle East was basic- area.. .ln a sense the British were
Ing to many. people. The three ally Arab. By putting Israel in the successful In that the Middle East
great religions. Judaism, Chrlsti- middle of the Arab countries. the Is permanently divided.
anity and Mohammedanism were British would prevent unification . The western powers havealway-
all .born in the Middle East. of language. unification of the . s worried about the Arabs. If you
Everyone considers It a holy place land. unification of the people; study history. you will see that once
and at the same time It's strategi- becausePalestine Is In the mldd!e the Arabs are unified. they do
cally Important. of the region of the Arabs. Tha~s something. The Moslem con-
. "'.............. quests are unparalleled In the: BOISE BOOI( FARM : dispatch that they conquered their
DcDOCsccCCl:cclGOOO=OCIOOCCl)CCOO=cclOOCOGOl:)OCICOGOl:lOOc6l1 " :.~;~~~~~~: .._J~:b~~~~cause problems. They would
change the map.
It was not that Important In the
beginning, bOt since 1956 the
tension, has been between RUSSia
and the US. V\lhen FI"aIlro. Britain
and Israel Invaded Egypt, RUssia
threatened to Intervene and they
meant It. So, the US pressured the
three . Invaders to give Egypt
control of the Suez. It Isvery hard
for peace to come to ttlat area.
Well now you'say 'the Camp David
summit'. but the summit only
~eaJ.twith Egypt and Israel; not.at
all with Syria which the Golan
Heights belonged to. It, does not
deal with the Palestinians or the
P.L.O. I don't see a solution
unless you bring all the forces
together. Syria has a well-armed,
well-trained army of half a million
and they don't lack Intelligence or
courage. You have to look to that
as a. part that must be solved.
Only If Israel Is flexible can there
·bepeace. •
CONTINUED rAGE 8
MiCheaJ Makhoul was born In
Beirut. With degrees in economics
and political science from .the
University· of Rome, he ceme' to
the United States to get a degree
in US law at his families request.
.He taught Arabic at Georgetown
University In Washington; there
he was president of the Interna-
tional Student Union. He speaks
five languages and taught Arabic.
here at BSU for two years. He was
delayed Initially In Boise by a car:
accident while passing through.
During his recovery he became
engaged to a student at our
Institution. One of six brothers, he
was raised on an estate that was in
his family's possession for 600
years. .The rest of his family has
decided to remain in Lebanon for
nationalist reasons. His family is
well-lcnown to many outside of
Lebanon and his father acts as an
un official representative of the
fallen Christian government. Now
married, he granted the ARBITER
this interview before leaving
Boise.
$5995
Reg. $79.95
~Iuxe Stereo 8 Track Player. FM/AMI
• FM Stereo Receiver, Automatic Record
Changer $15995
Reg. $249.95
CTP33
Mini.Qlssette Recorder with BuUt·in
Condenser Microphone
.,
J $1988
. Reg. $24.95
n' .
Stereo cassette Recorder, ..
FM/AM1FM Stereo Receiver. Automatic
Record Changer .$23995
.Reg, $299.95
144R
Deluxe "Sounde I" Phonograph
$4688
Reg. $69.95
Solid State FMIAM Digital ClOck Rooio
.r
$7995
Reg. $109.95
MYS
~re·HolidayDoor Busters
o8-Trlt. CiuStereos reg. 8995 53995
oAM-FM Portable w/8 Trk Reg. 511995 55995
0FuZZBUSTERRadar Detectors Reg. sl199557995
oStereo Headphones reg. s1495..... ' 56M
oDeluxe Stereo H'eadphones reg. s2495 51595
oRecord Cleaners reg. s1295 56M
oAC/DC Portable Televisions reg. S13995. 510995
013" Color Televisions reg. s45995 ,s388M
og·BandShort Wave Radios reg. S8995 55995
oCitizen Band Tu~WayRadios reg. s14995 . 55995
aMaxell Cassette Tapes SAVE 15%
Clltludiovox Coaxial Car Speakers reg: 5899555495
0Marume In-dash
APMFMCassette reg. s13995 '.. 58995
oDeluxe Stereo Phono
Cartridges reg. s4995 51995
oDiamondNeedles. reg. s1095_s1295 : .. 5495
oJensen Car Speakers reg ..s5995 53995
LAY·AWAY ~ow
NO PAYMEHTS TIL JAN.
rm MONEY DOWN
mEE DElIVERY
FREE SET·UP on ALL
HOME STEREOS
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COLLEGE
COSrSMO~IEY
Will you be ready for college
when your child is?
Our, Educational Trust is a
systematic savings plan that can
guarantee your child a college
education - no matter what.
To find out how It works. just
cat I or write for Qmnectlcut
Mutual's free booklet, "Will
You Be Ready." No obligation.
Stephen H.
Se~~kof,.~LU;~
,5914 Nol'WOOd or. 'lJ3iJ
P.O. Box 5308 -
Boise, Idaho 8370? I'·
;(206) ~~~ ..
Connecticut Mutual1Jfc """""" ;""'''''
.The Blue ChIp Com~ny. Since 1846
j( • i _
I draft) any time It Wishes to do so.Those who think that the U.S. Is afree country, because the wageslaves here appear to. have achance to choose Vlelr masters at
the polls every 'other year, are
kidding themselves. The ability to
pick one's oppressors does noth-
Ing to alter the fact that· one Is
oppressed..
And most people accept that
state of affairs without ever ques-
tioning It; In other words, they
blindly respect authority and are
blindly obedient to it.
But why? Clearly, people are
socialized Into being loyal automa-
tons.. One way In which this is
.done is through the schools (public
and parochial), where children are
conditioned to react like Pavlovian
dogs at the sound of the beIi,
where they need permission to
perform biologically necessary
..acts, and where they are forced to
recite en masse religious and
patriotic drivel. Another method of
social conditioning Is through the
media, .where the constant mes-
sages are: happiness can be
achieved only through the acquisi-
tion of goods and status, and that
that goal can only be r~hed bv
Dack In The U.S.5.
more than 900 people would
commit suicide on the orders of a
single man. Perdlctably, what The
Statesman has printed on the
subject has been vacuous, conven-
tlonal, and pompous (GeorgeWill
Is a particularly dependable exhi-
bitor of that quality). For example,
consider the concluding sentence
in the editorial entitled "Vl/hy?" In
the November 26 Statesman:
"Somehow, we suspect, our tech-
nological culture with Its 'lack of
certainties and sure anchors did
playa part, but more as a trigger
than absolute cause, perhaps Ig-
niting by its vacuousness an
ancient and mystical human trait,
like the lemmings starting to the
sea in response to some compel-
The bodies in Jonestown had ling but unseen force." The only
appropriate response to that Is,
barely stopped twitching when the "Vl/haaat?" Statesman Columnist
American media began to exhibit· ,George Will's and Ellen Good-
the type of conduct for which it's man's examinations of the phe-
famous: behavior resembling that nomenon are somewhat bettor
of a flock of vuitures hot on the written .than the editorial, but no
.scent of a decaying corpse. Locally more revealing. Will refers to
we've been treated to the spec- "madness," and both he and
tacle . of The Idaho Statesman Goodman advance the hypothesis
capitalizing on the bereavement of that the mass suicide of the
Garden Cityite, Mike Carter, a People's Temple cultists was an
74-year-old widower who lost seven aberration. Goodman writes of a
relatives in the mass suicide (I'm present-day American "society
sure that The Statesman would where many are encouraged to
prefer to refer to its handling of explore the sensitive crevices of
Carter as "continuing coverage of their private psyches," and goes
a major human Interest story," or on to state that, "perhaps cults are
the like). more accurately described as the
The quality of the analysis of the flip sided. of the society."
, People'STemple cult proffered US Well, Goodman, Will, and all of
by The Statesman has matched, If the other "responsible commenta-
not surpassed, the quality of its tors" '" (read supporters of the
reportage. The best of it,' such as status quo) are wrong: the Poop-
Paul Brinkley-Rogers"piece in the 1!3'STemple cult and the mass
November 'ZT Stat~man, has fo- suicide were not the "flip side" of
cused on Jim Jones' personality' American society, rather, they
and the history of the cUlt;~he were its epitome.
worst of the analysIs (most of it) In the first place, the Peopte'a-
has focused on the questlo~ of why ·:Temple was rigidly hierarchi~,.
by Chuck Bufe
.. lt can't happen here ..
It can't happen here .
I'm telling you my dear,
That it can't happen here...
BecauseI've beencheckingitout. ..
baby,
Checked it out a coupla times ...
Oh darling it's important that you
believe me bop, bop, bop, bop,
That it can't happen here...
Vl/ho could imagine?.,;"
-Frank zaopa-
with an armecf poilce. Secondly;·
the maln function of that armed
guard force was to enforce the
decisions of the hierarchy - the
hierarchy was kept· In power more
by the people's respect for author-
ity and willingness to submit to
that authority than by the armed
guards. It would have been impos-
sible for 20 gun-toting thugs to
force 900 people to commit suicide
had they not been willing to do so
when ordered. Obedience and
respect for authority were hall-
marks of the cultists.
Thirdly, family structure at the
People's Templewas conventional,
and severely repressive sexual
norms were strictly enforced:
Fourthly, the cultists were Chris-
tian servants of the Lord.
The analogies between condi-
tions in Jonestown and conditions
in the good ol' U.S. SA are
obvious. Like the cultists, most
Americans have little control over
their lives: the vast majority work
for rigidly hierarchical organiza-
tions (corporations or the go~
ment) over which they have no
control; those organizations set
their wages, determine their work-
Ing conditions, and set the hours
at which ttley work; as Jim Jones
did, the U.S. government acts as if
It owns the people it governs
(oppresses, more accurately); it
Interferes shamelessly In our pri-
vate lives, placing criminal sano-»
tions on homosexuality; restric-
tions on access to abortion, and
outlawing access to alternative
modes of conetousness (psyche-
delic drugs); as well, the govern-
ment bans certain types ,of public
behavior which pose absolutely no
·threat whatsoever to the well-
being of society, public nudity for'
example; and tile govemmenfcan
press citizens. into slavery {via the
Broadway Shopping Center i225 Boise Av». Doise
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"working within the fo,ystem";and
that there are no better alterna-
tives to our present socIo-economlc
system. That's patent nonsense,
but It sounds very pleasant to
those in positions of privilege and
power, and those are the people
who own the media
M'lre important than the schools
and media, however, in the social
. conditioning process In the U.S., Is
religion and its concomitant sexual
repression. That's a very complex
subject, and It's difficult to treat In
a short space. But, put simply,
religion has a twofold role: on the
one hand, it causes people to be
other-directed - if a person be-
lieves in a god, a supreme
authority, s/hethinks is interested
In her/his conduct, and will judge
her/him accordingly, obviously.
that person becomeseasy prey for
god's supposed rroutholeces on
Earth and for political manipula-
tors~well ("In God We Trust" -
submission is a touqh habit to
kick); on the other hand, religion
indirectly produces, .through con-
ventional family structure and
Conventional mores (monogamy),
CONTINUED PAGE 17
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this year's co-winner of the.
Nohel Peace Prize:
Israeli Prime Minister
MENACHEM BEGIN.
@l9r[j 6<$McIAl6(J/1'111C>
~ /Y ~&-.
.\'~e\JJi5hi5,andwill remain,the West Bank.
It belon5~ OJ. ijhedewi5h. Volk~"·
"Begin is a thoroughly Hltlerite Begin hates Hitler-but this hatred
type, ready to delrt,roy all the does not prove that he is different
Arabs for the wholeness of the from him ...when for the first time
country, who devotes all his efforts I heard Begin on the radlo-I heard
for a holy purpose-absolute rule .. i the voice and the screeching of
I cannot forget the little I know of Hitler .. .'
this activity-and It has a clear
meaning: the murder. of tens. of
Jews, Arabs and Englishmen-in -David Ben Burion, In a 1963
the explosion of the 'King David letter to Haim Gurl-
Hotel', the porgrom In [)eir Yassln
and the murder of Arab women - Quoted in the November 6, 1978
and children ... I have no doubt that Village Voice -
Hidden Curriculm
Uncovered
by Richard Meisler ledge that educated people must
Headlines procialm that Harvard possess in order to be able to talk
is reforming Its curriculum. A lot to each other. (If they all know the
of "~ple seem to think that If same things, why talk?) The
H~ard is spending time and required courses, Incidentally, will
money to change itself, something come from the departments re-.
Important must be happening. presented by the most Influential
They don't notice two things. The of the good-hard-lookers. High
first is that rolleges are always enrollments, after all, mean fat
changing curricula. No self-re- departmental budgets. Professors
specting college president dares are second only to physicians In
go to a college president's meeting their ability to do well by doing
without oolng able to report that good. .
there's a committee back on In a few years there will be a new
campus taking a good hard look at committee and a more liberal
the curriculum. The other neglect- mood. The good-hard-lookers will
ed detail is that these curriculum announce the discovery that an
changes don't make the slightest educated person needs to know
difference. how to make choices. Require-
. ments will be relaxed and students
Nothing really changes in ~Igher will be allowed greater freedom In
education beca~ the hidden choosing courses. Our educators
curriculum re~rns unchanged. fiddle with the curriculum while
The hidden curriculum Is all the exuding an air of great triumph.
lessons a student learns from the The lives of students remain
way a school operates rather than unchanged
the subject matters it tries to '.
teach The hidden curriculum Is . The hidden cunlculurn is pro-
much' more Important than the duced by the basic authoritarian
regular curriculum. The regular structures of hlgher education,
curriculum may determine what especially the grading system. .
we know•.The hidden curriculum Until the hidden curriculum is
determines the kind of people we changed, all reforms of college
~ . education will be trlvlal. A deep
me. restructur,lng Is needed. The two
The hidden curriculum teaches most important changes would be
us, for example, to give teachers ttl give students a meaningful
what they want on papers and rnsasure of control over the sub-
examinations. It tums us Into jeets studied and to end the
expert manipulators and. flatter- system In which the same people
ers. We becomecheaters at heart, teach and ·gracle. (Marla Montes-
whether or not we actually violate sorl once said, "It Is the business
the rules. We learn that It Is more ot a teacher to teach,not to
Important to compete with other judge."), . . ..
students than to collaborate with 'LeaderShlp In changing thehld-
them as fellow learners. The den curriculum will not come from
hidden CUrriculum teaches us to far.ulty and administrators. They
rnemcrize rather than understand, art! the people who derive power
to do as little as possible rather from the - status quo. Students
than as much as we can, and to try must raise the basic questions of
to Impress people rather than ask the nature of our educational
real questions. "structures and the hidden lessons
Educators are in a conservative they teach. Only then will there be
mood these days. It is patriotic to 'even a small chance for meaning-
shout, "Back to the basics!" .the ful educational change.
new curricula at Harvard and
elsewhere will therefore offer stu-
dents fewer choices and more
required courses. The good-hard-
look committees will announce
that they have figured out that
there is a certain body of know-
[Richard Meisler has a Ph.D.
from Columbia University. He is
currently writing a book on liberal
innovations in higher education,
focusing on issues of student
freedom.)
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SEXISM
accident of personal Involvement.
My wife's to-vear-oldcer seems at
its last gasp, so she sent shopping
for a new one. After asking around
and reading up on .new cars, she
went Into a dealer's showroom
primed wi.th questions.
The salesman did not want to
answer questions, or even hear
them..;. not, at least, from ner.: He
asked, "Would your husband like
to drive It?" Not: Would she like
to drive It? If only her husband
would come In, the man would
answer any questions the fellow
might have. Presumably, the wife
Is there just to look at colors. and. uPholst6l1" .
Thomas Jefferson·caIled himself
It lover of neologisms. It Is not a
lave I share. So far as I know, I
have never used the word "sexist"
before. It Is modeled on "racist,"
as most liberation movements of
. our time have Imitated one or'
other tactic of the clvll rights
movement.
. But lam tempted toward this
new fonnatlon - as happens with
most of US frail belngs, not by logic
orscate of evidence; by mere
,It is a minor but persistent bent
of our whoie society that inflicts
countless little Insults of this sort.
My wife comes across it whenever
department stores ask for my
signature to her purchases. When
shewas hunting for a house, years
ago, the choice was entirely hers,
though salesmen constantly as-
sumed nothing "serious" could be
discussed until I was called In (I
never was, till settlement).
The notion of "sexism" finally
clicked for me when Natalia told
her favorne meChanic of the way
she had been treated. This man Is
a master of his craft, the only one
she wlll commit her ailing car to
now: He Is also bli:lck, and he said
he got the game ~nd of treatment
'6- T~Univeniity Arbiter 'W ecfuesday~November '29, 1978
when he went to a dealer to ask
about a car.
This would beabsurd In any case,
, but It is especially so in ours. My
wife knows at least 10 times at
much about Cars as I do - owned
them betore I did, has driven more
kinds of them. This salesman was
In the position of amarble quarrier
who might tell Michelangelo to
send his apprentice over sometime
to talk about crystallization and
such niceties.
Hewas wearing his work clothes,
and the salesman fobbed him off,
with obvious boredom, suggesting
by Insult that he was not worthy of
~orllkeJyto buy, Actually,
he knows all. about the car he was
looking at, and would not have
wasted his time unless nemeantto
buy It, from thls. place or some
other. So the nit treated a Michel-
angelo in the dusty work garb of
his art as If he knew as little as the
nit himself.
When Natalie told the mechanic
that her husband was askedfor, he
laughed - I take my car to him,
too; and he lmows I'm not in her
class for asking what s~rgery is
called for In my aging Dart's
Insides. . "
Atl mlnot"stuff, as I say. But we
live and grow together, If at all, In
a texture of little courtesies; and
persistent mild Insults aQd up to
large wounds. upon tlla human
spirit.· .
Q1pYr/ght, 1978, UnIversal Press
Syndlcste
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THE MEANING OF THE UNIVERSnv
fJROWTH OF THEWHOLE INDIVID
by Richard Rapp, Director
Career and Financial services
What· Is "the meaning of the
University" to me?While "mean-
Ing may well Include more than
"purpose," It Is one that aspect of
meaning that I have chose to
focus.
Isuspect that few members of the
University community have read
the statement of "Institutional
Mission and ObJectives" on page
8 of the Boise State University
BUlletin. On the whcle, It Is a good
description of my own view on the
meaning of BoiseState University.
,Iam very purposefully focusing on
Boise State University since I
firmly believe that universities
may legitimately have different
"meanings" by virtue of differ-
ences In their history, source of
fundlnj}, the mood of the times,
locale, and a number of other
factors.
I encourage you to read the
statement on mission and obleo-
tives. It Is the official yard stick we
have adopted by which others can
measure us. We should either try
to Insure that It fits or find a new
measure that suits us better. For
me It Is a good standard' and I
propose that we try to live up to it.
Thus my comments·on the mean-
ing of the University will generally
be elaboration of some of the
points made in that statement. .
The argument as to whether
, education at any level should be
academic or vocational has prob-
ably been around since mail first
decided that It was necessary to
begin formalizing the teaching!
learning process. Unfortunately,
people, and especially educators,
tend to become doctrlpaire and
polarized on this question. The
mission and objectives statement
represents a . recognition that
neither extreme Is either naces-'
sary or best. Thus It states that the
University shall provide both a
strong, sound liberal education
and education to provide students
with employable skills.
It would be hard to improve upon
a statement by the great educa-
tional philosopher John Dewey
who as early as 1915 recognized
that education should be neither
purely academic nor vocational:
l
Second, even If the first were not expertise in deciding how to fight
true, the typical liberal education campus discussions of the mean- -
of tQday Is a specialization In one Ing of the University.
the arts or humanities (unfortun- Open admission Is public policy. I
ately not an employable speclaliza- . personally find myself very much
tlon) and does' not provide the in support of the policy and find It
broad education used In the liberal congruent with my definition of
arts argument anyway. the University. We are not a
The vocational or professional private "finishing" school. We
education prosltlon has Its flaws area public university required by
too. Flrot, an Individual too nar- law to admit anyone with a high
rowly trained may soon find schooldiploma or equivalent, If we
hlmselflherself to have skills as admit all these persons but do not
obsolete as the maker of buggy provide the.learnlng environment
whips. Second, each individual which maximizes the likelihood of
must live In a very complex world, their sucx:eedlngwe have only met
and especially In a democracy, the letter of the law. the spirit of
every member of society needs to the law Is to also provide an
be able to understand and make opportunity to sucx:eed, not a
critical choices concerning the one-way ticket to failure. We must
complex Issues facing society.' accept the fact that some students
The LJnlverslty should, as the will come to us lacking the
mission and objectives statement necessary academic skills to suo-
. Indicates, provide for the growth cessfully function In a university.
of the whole Individual-to develop we may want to playa leadership
both the general Intellectual caps- role 'In trying to eliminate the
cities and marketable skills. To -causes of this problem, but we
this end we should examine our should net write off the victims of
education programs and their previous failures of the educatlon-
requirements. We shold Insure aI system. As an open admissions
that every program provides for Institution we have an obligation
both Intellectual growth and em- to provide the necessary tutoring
ployable skills.' We must do a the remedial work to allow them
better job of academic and career the opportunity to succeed, We
advising. Survey after college should neither handthem grades
students have demonstrated that nor credits not actually earned,
career choice. and preparation Is nor flunk them without first pro-
the number one concern of teday's vldlng them with the opportunity
students. Unfortunately we apply to obtain the basic learning tools
few resources to this critical area essential to. academic achieve-
In spite of the fact that one of the ment. .
major reasons for declining enroll-
ments Is that people are question-
Ing the praetl::aJ value of educa-
tion.
The .statement on mission' and
objectives also recognizes that as a
public Institution we should be
cognizant of our responsibility to
serve the needs of the cpmmunity
and the state. W~ cannot and
should not expect to determine our
role in a vacuum. We must be as
responsive' to and responsible to
the, public as the fire department
or any other public agency. Cer-
tainly, we should useour expertise
to provide positive leadership In
the development of educational
policy, but we should not claim
any more exemption from public
accountability than should fire-
men. the public may accept their
A democracy which proclaims equality of
opportunity as its ideal requires an
education in which learning and social
oppllcction, ideas and practice, work and
recognition of meaning of what is done,
ara united from the beginning for all.
The liberal education prosltlon
suffers, from two serious flaws.
First, too world Is mueh different
than It 'was when 'a Thomas
Jefferson' could be a scientist,
philosopher, politician, architect,
and famier. The technology of
today preCludessuch broad axper- _
tlse and demands some speclallm-
tlonlnthe, employment market.
fires, but it cannot allow them to
choose to fight only certain types
of fires or to choose to do some
other thing they would rather do
Instead. Neither can we- deny the
public Its legitimate right to be
deeply Involved In determining
what It Is we are about. this leads
to the "open" admissions policy
which has been often criticized In
tlon In complying with an open
admissions policy and In providing
the necessary envlronmant must
acknowledge that financial prob-
lems create one of, the most
serious obstacles to effer.tlve learn-
Ing. With the recent signing by
President Carter of the Middle
IncomeAssistance Act (PL 95-500)
financial aid programs have been
expanded to include two-thirds of
Boise State University students
carry 6 credit hours or more. The
dramatically Increased funding
the quality and qualltyof programs
and thus a very definite effect on
the meaning of the University. The
availability of financial aid may
well have even greater impact on
enrollment In the future If Inflation
continues to erode the .family
resources leaving less and less
available for education expenses.
The University Includes much
rrore than what goes on In the
classroom and the library. It also
Includes providing an environ-
ment which makes le~rnlng possl-
we must serve those who are what we
Classify as "non-traditional students."
These are those who have not entered
higher education straight out of high
school, or who have dropped out for a time.
Genreally they are older students who. are
more apt to have family responsibilities
ondwho may be much
more career oriented.
How does financial aid relate to
the meaning of the. University? It
supplies the economic where-with
-all to makeopen admissions more
than a high sounding Ideal. It
reduces the constant concern over
lack of sufficient finances for a
significant number of Studentsand
thus helps achieve the necessary
atmosphere for maximum learning
to Occur. Its relationship to enroll-
ment results In a major Impact on
and expansion of the programs to
Include families with incomes
exceeding $25,000 may well stlmu-
late enrollment growtn. Even this
year without the Middle ,Income
Assistance Act, over 1,000 stu-
dents would not have attended
BSUwlthoiJt financial aid. With.no
• enrollment Increase more than
twice as many BSU students' and
possibly up to 3,000 more students
will be eligible for aid. next year.
ble and supplements the formal
learning program. It means that
some of our scarce recources must
go for things like review and
remedial courses, for tutoring and
for better advising and .career
councellng. It means that the
whole student much be served.
We must provide for social and
cultural growth as well as Intellec-
tual development. It must provide
skills for employment as well as a '
sound liberal education. It means
. recognizing . that many, of. our
students have Considerable finan-
cial need and rrlaklng sure of the.
availability.of sufficient resources
to insure that students can receive
.full. benefit from' the programs
established for that purpose.
The University above all means a
place to learn. But that learning
must have direction and the
atmosphere must allow the facili-
tate learning.
The open admissions policy also
means that we must serve those
who 'are what we classify as
"non-traditional students" these
are those who have not entered
higher education straight out of
high school, or who have dropped
out for a time. Generally they are
older students who are more apt to
have family responsibilities' and
who may be much more career
oriented. Their study skills are
often rusty and their confidence
shaky. They are becoming an
Increasing percentage of our en-
rollment. For these students too,
we must provide support services
Including tutoring and review and
remedial cources. We must recog-
nize that programs based on a neat
lock step, four year,full-tllTlEi-
enrollment may not serve their
needs.
The University Includes many
students· who depend In' great
. measure on. financial assistance
made available through anumbElr
of government programs but· ad-
mlnlatered on campus. he Instlt u-
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE IS
ARBITER: What Is the outlook ARBITER: \i\lhat was Beirut like
for your homeland, lebanon? before the war?
MAKHOUL: No peace can be In
Lebanon unless the Palestinian
problem Is solved. There are
many Palestinians in Lebanon and
the Arabs are fighting the Israelis
on the land of Lebanon.
\i\lhere does yourARBITER:
family live?
MAKHOUL: I was raised In
Beirut but as you know, most of
Beirut has been destroyed. My
family now lives In Tripoli, about
40 miles north of Beirut. "Oley
own much land in Beirut but there
is no longer normal life there.
There hasbeenwar for three years
now.
ARBITER: \i\lhat is life like for
the family In Tripoli?
MAKHOUL: It is miserable.
How cana person live a good life If
they do not know whether they will
live from day to day? :
ARBITER: Is there fighting In
Tripoli?
MAKHOUL: There is fighting
everywhere. Always there has
been kidnapping, and assassina-
tion. All the time they have to be
on guard.
11:30 "TO
2.:30.,
MAKHOUL: I'll. tell you.
Beirut was one of the most
beautiful and fascinating cities of
the world. The poor lived well and
the rich uved well. Eastern or
western, the city had something
for every society. Beirut was
embracing all of the world's
cultures In one city. It was called
the Paris of the Middle East. But
not any more.
ARBITER: What caused the
fighting in Beirut?
MAKHOUL: Most of the war is
due to Israel. The Palestinians
that fled that land are fighting the
Christia'1s in Lebanon. Before,
the Arabs were friendly to the US,
American Interests were centered
in Lebanon. Now that Americans
can be in Egypt or Saudia Arabia,
Lebanon Is no longer of any
importance. Kissinger, at the
origins of the war, didn't know
how to handle the situation. He
reasoned that fighting between
Arabs and Christians In Lebanon
would take some of tha pressure
off of Israel.
ARBITER:
Lebanon?
Is there hope for
5:00
::.~ TO ..
:\9:00
THURSDAY
THROUGH
SATURDAY
Live MUlbic
Nov 29· Dec:)
MinGlrllfi EHChlanp
Stone Johnny
MAKHOUL: There Is hope If the
Palestinians and the Syrians will
get out of Lebanon. As long as
they are there, there Is no way we
can govern ourselves. A foreign
power, the Syrians, in the name of
peace-keeping, are there but they
are not truly peace-keepers. They
are just another form of domln
atlon, The Syrians are helping the
fv1oslems,the Palestinians to dom-
inate the political situation In
Lebanon.
ARBITER: What Is your opinion
and the general Lebaneseopinion
of Carter's actions concerning
Lebanon? .'
rights exist. \i\Ihen there Is no
lobby, there are no human rights.
It Isvery sad. TheUSoouid put an
end to the killing In Lebanon If it
really wanted to. Thousands of
people have died In Lebanon but
the hypocrisy of politicians 'has
prevented any real help from
America.
ARBITER: \i\lhy haven't the
Palestinians emigrated to other
Arab countries?
MAKHOUL: The Arab counsels
have refused permission to the
Palestlanians to Immigrate. By
forcing them to stay In Lebanon,
they are forcing Lebanon to bear
the cost of the Palestinian troub -'
les. By refusing the Palestlanlans
entrance to Moslem countries
where they could make homes for
themselves, they guarantee that
theconfliet between Israel and the
Palestinians will continue, the
cause that many in the Middle
East support. That's why. At the
expense of Lebanon, the Arabs
and Israel are fighting their war.
MAKHOUL: The Lebanese
opinion is that Carter didn't do
anything. The situation between
Egypt and Israel will not make any
difference. It makes me look at
the US administration as having a
lot of hypocrisy. Take the situa-
tion of the two Soviet writers that
were convicted of breaking Soviet
law. Now the US raised hell
against that. It was as If the most
terrible thing in the 'world had
happened. People In Lebanon are
dying by the hundreds everyday. ARBITER: \i\lhat could America
Nobody said anything about hu- do to aid Lebanon?
man rights In Lebanon. If this
administration Is Interested hi MAKHOUL: Surely it can put
human rights, why don't they do pressure on the parties that are
something about It? It's because Involved In the war, I have no
the Lebanese have no vote in the doubt. Families have been des--
US. VVhen there isa lobby, human troyed, wiped out. Homes have
.\
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Approaching
finals week
(LNS) - During the week of
November 13, over 100 actions
were held in cities throughout the
United States to mark the fourth
anniversary of the death of Karen
Silkwood. Silkwood, a worker and
union organizer at the Kerr-McGee
plutonium processing plant In
Crescent, Oklahoma, was killed in
a suspicious car crash whi Ie on her
illi
@illill!Ji)~@@~~ll@!J@!~I@Jj~@lJi@k~ way to a meeting with New York, , Times reporters to reveal informa-
tion about Kerr-MeGee's plant
safety violations.
In Washington, D.C. over 250
activists staged a funeral proces-
sion from the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to a kerr-McGee of-
fice In the city. There a eulogy was
read for Silkwood and the hun-
dreds of other workers killed
because of unsafe working condi-
tions in nuclear plants. Three
demonstrators who participated In
amock burial, along with six other
were arrested.
SPecial emphasis was given the
miners who worked In Kerr-McGee
uranium mines and who are now
dying of lung cancer. It Is esti-
mated .that between 20 and 25
percent of all uranium miners will
eventUally contract some kind of
cancer.
Support8lfl of Silkwood and her
family haVe charged that their
efforts to unravel the mystery
surrounding Iler death have been
repeatedly stymied by the F.B.1.
Bne:t Justice Departmsnt.
OFFER GOODTHROUGH
DECEMBER 22WITH STUDENT
IDENTIFICATION CARD Ar-t Supply
NOW·'
PLAYING
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CHASIER.
PLAYING TUESDAY
; STAI\ BRIGHTi ,~,
TUESDAY IS GIGGLE NIGHT
ALL LADIES' DRINKS
SPECIALLY PRICED
DINNER MENU
S
C~ken $3.50
annen 5.95
Banbut .' ' 5.95
Top Sirloin 12 oz. 7.95
New York Cuit, 12 oz. 8.95
Bam Steak 3.95
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been destroyed. Everybody has
lost dear friends a.,d relatives. I
would like Americans to look
closely and to enforce human
rights. Lebanon is dominated by
so-caJledpeaoe-keepers.Amerlca
Is supplying some aid to the
Lebanese but not nearly as much
as the fv10slemsare supplying to
the Palestlneans. I' don't know
what the future of LebanonWill 00.
I don't have any Idea because
most of Lebanon has been destroy-
ed. The country is, full of
foreIgners, mostly Syrians and
Palestinians. Qadafl and the
Syrians and the fv10slems are
helping the Palestinians to destroy
the Christians. Lebanon was the
only democratic country in the
Middle East. You can call Israel a
democracy.' \i\lhen you cannot
publicly express your religious
beliefs, you can call that a derro-
cracy? There is a fine for teaching
Christianity. Jews are prohibited
from marrying non-Jews. Stili
that is democracy? Before the
war, LebanOn was a totally free
democracy. Freedom of thought,
freedom of religion, freedom of
political opinion and afree vote. I
don't think Lebanon will be as it
was because those elements have
been' destroyed. Now there is
prejudice between people and
separatism has grown up, there Is
no longer one people. All I ask
from the American people, from
anyone is to take a close look at the
situation. I had learned that
Americans admired and fought for
the human cause.' 1 can't express
my feeling; I am too involved
emotionally. I look b<:ick' and see
that mycountry has been destroy-
ed. My home town, has been
destroyed. My relatives have
been killed. VVhat can you say?
The world was sitting by: no one
dl~ one single thing, but talK.
IDemon~'
'stfQtions
'Mark
Silkwood
Death
PI:B...A Dead~Legacv to Genetations
(PNS) - A recent federal study
showing that human milk Is taint-
ed with the cancer-causlng chemi-
cal compounds known as PCBs is a
warning about, the power of the
time bomb hidden within the
chemical age.
Polychlorinated blphenals
(PCBs)· are the- most wide-spread
of some 41,000 hazardous com-
pounds that seeped into the envl-
romnentin recent decades with
the manufacture of millions of new
chemical substances. They are
among the many chlorinated hy-
· drocarbons suspected of causing
cancer.
In the 48 yearsslnce they were
firstmanufaetured, some" PCBs
have shown no sign of breaking
down naturally. And though they
are no longer being produced here
or imported in liquid form, they
are still leaking - both legally and
illegally - into air, water and soli,
and continuing to build up In
· human and other animal bodies.
Even polar bears In Antarctica
carl)' them.
The environmental Protection
Agency estimates that 91 per cent
of all Americans now have detect-
able PCB levels in their bodies,
ingested with food and water,
inhaled and absorbed through
skin.
In a nationwide study released
last month by the EPA, PCBs were
found In a third of 1038 milk
samples from nursing mothers.-
Scientists do' no . know at what
point they must be viewed as
dangerous, though such informa-
tion as exists on thelr'toxlclty Is
alarming.' ,
As health hazards, "I'd place
them high on the list," said
Joseph Highland, staff scientist
and PCB expert at. the EDvlron-
Pat Cox IlIIlIIillllllllllllllll
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
ion that is shown on nubllc
television. "The Prisoner" exists
In a microcosm of society known as
a village. Patrick McGoohan is
known only as "number six" and
each episode is an encounter
between him and those that run
the village. Verily, those that run
the village just want him to help
run it. The conflict Is between the
planned society of the village with
all of its benefits for the "people"
and the contrasting individuality
of number six .. McGoohan's
struggle Is not, for corntort or
wealth or power, he simply wants
control of his own life, His crimes
are lack of public splrlt and
community consciousness. If
anything good came out of the
60's its "The Prisoner." It
symbolizes the revolution of Indi-
vidualism that periodically affects
societies.
the American revolution and Its
constitution were based on the
· Idea that a man can go to hell or
heaven if he wants to and .Its
nobody's business but his own. I f
you don't feel the air growing stale
·as our society takes over more and
more of the individual's responsi-
bilities, there is nothing Ican do.
If you cannot see the difference In
the American ~y and the revolu-
tion of Americans, we have no
basis for communication. If you
don't seethe need for a revolution-
ary consciousness today ,then you
never will. It takes something
extra to see past the presupposi-
tions that rule makers tak~ for
'grantea. Is anybody really listen-
Ing?
mental Defense Fund in Washing-
ton, D,C. Besides having been
shown to cause tumors In labora-
tory animals, "They prime the
liver system to metabolize other
carcinogens," he said. "They are
likely to promote other kinds of
cancer."
dumped with other solid waste.
They break, leaking the com-
pounds into water and soil. From
there, PCBs enter the food chain.
They build up In fatty tissues and
are released through blood and
milk.
In particular, PCBs concentrate
in fresh water fish, especially
bottom-feeders and large predator
sportsflsh, including trout and
salmon.
"Fish concentrate PCBs to the
.thousandfotd," according to Jerry
Blondell, health statistician at the
EPAs human effects monitoring
branch.
Federal regulations now forbid
large-scale dumping of PCBs ex-
cept under extremely stringent
conditions. The EPA has propos-
ed regulations to prevent dischar-
ge of PCBs ,into [lavlgable waters
by manufacturers of certain PCB-
connected products. But many
PCB-releasing industries are not
covered In the proposed rules,
PCBs are viscous fluids useful
because of their resistance to
temperature changes and their
stability. Until 1972 they were
used in food packing materials and
in consumer items including car-
bonless carbon paper, some varn-
ishes and some sealants.
These uses are now outlawed,
but manufacturers are still permit-
ted to use existing supplies of
PCBs in some products that sup-
posedly don't allow leakage, in-
cluding capacitors, smalf trans-
formers, microwave oven ca-
pecltors and flourescent light
fixtures.
SU"..hcommon items are usually
-BUY, SELLGnd TRADE-
~ew and Us",d Recotc:lsand Tapes
We Guarantee What We Sell
Highest Prices"Paid For
Your Records & Tapes- ,
ii05WEST IDAHO BOlSEr IDAHO
Clluea"eks
o Smile
H.loS~For him
end hctf
Happy Legs
including dye c8sthlg facilities,
textile and paper recycling plants.
Nothing now prevents the
dumping of PCB-laden Items with
other solid waste. Flourescent
lights alone ~e estimated to
contain about 80 million pounds of
PCBs. About 90 per cent of such
lights .are in commercial and
apartment buildings, but there Is
no requirement that they de
disposed of as hazardous.
To clean up what's out In the
environment already is an over-
whelming, perhaps impossible;
task. After the Hudson River was
found to be contaminated with the '
compounds, a New York state
court-appointed study group re-
commended spot dredg:ng at a
cost of $30 million. To dredge
most of the Hudson would cost
about $250 million, according to
the EDF's Highland. No funds for
such a job are in sight.
As an interim measure: the city
J~ of Poughkeepsie, N.Y., has voted
~
to install an activated carbon filter
! systernat the source of Its drinking
.. water supply. .
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FALL LECTURE SERIES:
Claude Spinosa, "Nautilus," 8
prn, SUB N07 Perce Rm. _
BOISE GALLERY OF ART:
Chrlstmes Chorele Concert
with the BSU Music Dept.
Chorale, Gerald SChroeder, dlr-
ector., 8 pm.
POP FILM: "cat Ballou," 8 pm
In SUB Ballroom.
ORIENTATION MEETING
FOR NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE: 1st semester, 2:3
pm In SUB Bannock Rm.
11 12 13
-
CLASSICAL FILM:. ':C8ptaln
Horatlo Hornblower," 8 pm In
SUa Ballroom.
BSU MUSIC DEPT: Orchestra
concert, 8:15 prn, Music Audi-
torium. Melvin Shelton, direc-
tor. _-
BOISE CITY RECREATION
DEPT:. Meeting for anyone
Interested In working as a
gatekeeper for upcoming Boise
City Recreallon Dept. races,
7:30 pm at Ft. Bolse cornmun-
Ity Center:
31
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ARBITER OFFICE: WEEKDAYS 8:00 AM TO 15:00
BOiSE GALLERY OF ART: 12:00 NOON TO !l:OO·PM'
TUESDAY' SUNDAY· • CLOSED MONDAY.
BOISE PUBLIC -LIBRARY: MONDAY, THROUGH
THURSDAY 9:00 AM TO 9:00 PM. FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY 9:00· AM 8:00 PM. SUNDAY
(BEGtNNING SEPTEMBER 10) 1:00 PM 8:00 PM.'
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY: WEEKLY 7:30
AM TO 11:00 PM. SATURDAYS 9:00 AM TO 8:00 PM.
SUNDAYS 1:00 PM TO 5:00 PM.
IDAHO HISTORICAL MUSEUM: MONDAY THRU
SATURDAY 9:00 AM 5:00 PM. SUNDAY 1:00 PM
TO 5:00 PM.
TUE·
1
SUNDAY MON
·53
BSU MUSIC DEPT: Symphonic
Band Concert, 8 pm at Special
EVents Center, MelvlnShelton, dir-
ector.
MOVIE ON THE VIET NAM WAR:
"Hearts and Minds," 8 pm In
Bolseen Lounge.
BOISE PUBLIC LIBRARY SUN·
DAY MOVIE: "Glgl," starring
leslie caron andMaurlceChovaller,
3:30 pm In the audltorlurn.
BOISE PHILHARMONIC:
David Bar-lIem, pianist, 7:30,
7:30 pm, capitol High 'school
Auditorium. Reservallons, call
344-7849.
ALPINE SKIING: Snow Bird
and Alta, Utah. Call 385-1455
for Info. Dec 1-4.
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
CLINIC: Monday & Wednes-
days 8:39 - 9:30 pm, Thursdays,
2:30 - 6:00 prn.
SKI CLUB MEETING: Every
Monday In the SUB.
BOISE PHILHARMONIC:
David Bar-lIem, pianist, 8:15
pm,capltol High School Audi-
torium. Reservallons, 344-7849
1
BSU MUSIC DEPT: Melsteralngers
and University Singer", 8:15 pm,
Special Events Center, Wilbur
Elliott and IX. Gerald Schroeder,
dtrectors. .
ORIENTATION MEETING: for
National Student Exchange, 1st
semester, 2:30 pm In SUB
Bannock Rm.
1817
FINALS WEEK BEGINS:
Thru Thursday 21st.
ORIENTATION MEETING: for
National Student Exchange, 10t
semester, 2:30 In SUB Bannock
Am.
FRIDAY SATURDAY
•
•• ;. ••••••••••••••••••• :.• e:" .
>.
"11,'
VED ·THUR·
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BSU MUSIC DEPT: String Ensem-
ble, 8:15 pm, Music Auditorium.
Melvl" Shelton, dlrector.
ClASSICAL GUITARIST: Robert
Guthrie will conduct a classical
guitar clinic, 1:30 pm at BSU Mesic
Auditorium. Call 835-1441 for Info.
BOISE LITTLE THEATER: pre-
sents, "Peter Pan," Dec. 1-7,7:30
pm; Dec. 2, 3, 8 & 9, 1:00 & 4:00
pm. Call 342-5104 for Info.
BSU THEATER ARTS DEPT: pre-
sents, "A StreetcarNamedOeslre,"
Doc. 1-9, 8:15 prn In Special Events
Center. Call 385-1462, Wednesdays
3-6 pm for reservations.
BOISE VALLEY DANCE TEACHERS' ASSOC:
presents, "The Red Shoes," a film classic. 3:00
or 7:00 pm BSU LIberal Arts Bldg., Am. 106.
YWCA PRACTICAL POLITICS WORKSHOP:
9 am - 3 pm. Call :J43..3688 for Info.
UTDOOR Dec. 9 .. Cross-O>untry Skiing:
Banner Creek Summit.
ACTIVITIES
CENTER
Dec. 16 .. Cross-O>untry"'Skllng:
Cascade Reservoir.
Dec. 23 .. Boise City Recreation Dept:
Weekend Cross-Country
Ski Lessons.
"" \
\
\
7'I BSU DEPT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES:
Lecture - "loneliness as Success: Franz
Blberkopf as a German Gero," by Dr.
Psnny Schoonover. Coli 385-3956 for Info.
THE RAGG BAND IS PLAY~NG: 9 pm to
. 1 am at the Rodeway lnn, 2.50 per
person. Tickets are available at the SUB
Information Booth. Everyone Welcome.
BOISE LITTLE THEATER: tryout for,
"The Royal Family," Dec, 14 & 15, 7 pm
at Boise Little Theater. Call 342·5104 for
Info.' •
BSU MUSIC DEPT: Senior Recital· Phil
Rundquist, tuba" 4:40 pm In Music
Auditorium. .
"WILDERNESS ALBEATA" a 111m
presented by the Golden Eagle Audubon
Society and the N"tlonalAudubenSoclety,
given by' Albert Karvonen, e pm In
Special Events Conter. Call 385-1446 for
Inlo.
21
MERRY SOUlTICE
FRI
FRIDAY SATURDAY
8
PLANNED PARENTHOOD WINE & CROSS-COUNTRY SKtlNG: Banner Creek
CHEESE OPENHOUSE: call 345-0750 'for' Summit. Coli 385-1455 for Info.
Info. •
HONORS PROGRAM: Pearl Harbor Day
Party, all Faculty and Honors Students
Invited. Call 385-1122 for Info.
DR. KEISERS INAUGURATION:. 2 pm,
BSU Gym.
1
PLANNED PARENTHOOD: workshop
"The Aelatlonashlp of f.,iIimtal Health to
Good Physical Condition," 7:30 pm at
Anderson Conter, 101 W. Bannock. Call
345-0760 lor Info.
IDAHO COMMISSION ON THE ARTS:
Open House, 304 W. State St. Call 384-2119
for Infil. •
"THI,': GREAT RE-MAKES FESTIVAL":
orlglne! versions of new fIIins, 8 pm In SUB
Ballroom. .
CROSS C'OUNTRY SKIING: Cascade Resdr-
voir. Good trip for beginners and those needing
Instruction. Call 385-1455 lor Info.
2
STUDENT UNION DLDO CLOSED: thru
Dec. 27th. .
1978 FALL SE.'lnESiEn -ENDSI
DOISE CITY RECREATION DEPT: Weekend
erose-country ski teesene. Call 384-448Il or
304-4219 for .Info.
I....,g..o..rn..·e_s&_......co_n..te.....st
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BRONCOS LOSE OFFENSIVE BATTLE 7 ..3
by Jim \/Volfe
Ever had one of those days? The
Boise State Broncos have had one
of those years. A year of frustra-
tion came to an end Saturday night
at San Luis Obispo Where the Cal
Poly Mustangs defeated BSU 7-3.
As has been the case most of the
year, the Bronco offense was
devastatlnc between the 208; but,
once inside that magic yard line,
BSU suddenly became menecnve.
Nonetheless, cedric Minter rush-
ed for 106 yards on 24 carries and,
you guessed It, another record.
This time Minter shattered the all
time Big Sky Conference mark for
ruShing yards in one season. The
old record of 1499 years was held
by Don Hass of Montana State, set
12 years ago In 1966.· Minter
finished the season' with 1520
yards. But, Minter could not hit
paydlrt either. BSU's score came
with 9:01 left in the first half when
Tom Sarette booted a 42 yard field
goal. It looked as if those three
points might stand up for the
whole game, judging from the
early tempo. However, Cal Poly
came right back after the field goal
and marched 84 yards where Paul
Hodgson bulled over from the
six-inch line with only 20 seconds
left In the half. Hodgson had 102
yards on 22 carries to lead 'the
Mustang rushers. Boise State had
240 yards total offense compared
to the Mustangs 221 yards.
tv1cDonald and Hogan split play-
ing time at quarterback for the
Broncos. Mac hit three of nine
tosses for 25 yards, while Hoskin
was only 2 of 8 for 19 yards.
Perhaps, it is these statistics
which point to the major ineffic-
iency in the Bronco attack In 1978.
The passing game never came
around to support. the superb
ground game of Hughes, zahner,
and Minter. The quality of the
passing game Is very important
against caliber opponents. It was .
the same old story Saturday, open
receivers going unnoticed, and
dropped passes. BSU had only one '
final chance to score, as they drove
the ball to the Mustang 13 yard
line, where on fourth and seven,
Hogan and Brady failed to connect
on a slant pattern, and a referee
failed to see a blatant case of pass
Interference-another trademark
of the 1978 season.
The defense, as usual, turned in
another magnificent performance,
holding Gal Poly to just 7 points
and 220 yards. Sam Miller, Doug
Scott, and Nash Salinton led the
team in t<r.kles With nine each,
while Larry Lewis, Willie Beamon,
and Ray Santucci had eight apiece.
All in all, it has been a exasperat-
Ing year for the seniors. 15 points
Is all that separated the Boise
State football team from being
11-0 and probably the number one
ranked team in the nation. For the
19 seniors on the team, those 15.
points will be lodged In their
memories for years to come. But,
they have all been winners; they
never quit at any point of any
game, something that players,
coaches, and the city of Boise
should be proud of. This season
has been a strange on In many
ways ... serlous Injuries, coaching
technical problems, and player
personnel adversities. However,
the winning attitUde persisted.
Congratulations to all the seniors
and the rest of the team on a good
season, especially Mark Villano,
always a tearn leader on offense,
Bob Macauley, who used his
awesome "radar" to spark the
defense,and Sam Miller, who
anchored the tough BSU secon-
dary. The Broncos finished with a
3-3 record In the Big Sky Confer-
ence, and 7-4 overall.
BSU DROPS o TOUGH GAMES ON ROAD
lost both games, 79-59 to UCLA wood led the first half surge thin
and 75-56 to Utah. However, they put UCLA on top 40-24 at the
left a definite impression on both, buzzer. BSU came right back at
teams. . the start of the second half, led by
Against UCLA the Broncos where JC transfer TomLloy. Under
noticeably nervous and spotted the L1oy's direction, the Broncos chop-
Brums an eight point lead. AII- ped the lead .to nine points with
American candidate David Green- twelve minutes left In me game.
UCLA countered by Inserting
Frank Sanders into the game.
Sanders went right to work, hitting
4 0'5 shots from· the fletd and
by Jim \/Volfe
The Boise State BroncOs Basket-
ball team took on #2 ranked UCLA,
and the University· of Utah, who
last year made It to the quarter-
final championship game, before
losing to Notre Dame. As was
expected, the young Bronco team
And wondering if riding BUS
con save you money?
On the Broadway route
. . . direct service to Boise State .University
with time to spare before classes and no
parking problems saves time and money.
Downtown commuters save hundreds of dol-
lars annually in .tuel and parking with an
$8.75 Quick-Fare pass. Ride the downtown
FREE ZONE for business or shopping. Use
the new SUPER TRANSFERS and save even ..
.more because . , .
We Can Get 'You There!
-- to
EXPRESS
YOURSELf
With a new hairstyle. designed
exclusively for you. by the Irnagernaker.
Corne in and find out how we can help
you be yourself in the best
possible way.
APPOINTMENTS. Day &. Evening.
or ~ Complimentary Consultation
336·9111
Imagema)<er
Name of general area Destination
Name
Address -LZip _
i:ii1fJ, BO;Se.·Urban.stages
, \Pit . ~ 1 P.O. Box .901.66) .BOlse, 10 83707
V " Telephone: 336·1010. Nn~
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. yanking down 5 rebounds, leading
the Bruins to a 20 point win.
The Broncos. well balEU'lOOd attack
was paced by Carl Powell and
John Anderson each with 12 points
and L10y with 11 points .to nls
credit. John Mayfield was the
rebound leader· for BSU with 6
rebounds: .. o , ....'.
Saturdaynlght, again. it took the
Broncos a long time to get started.
The "running Utes" broke out on
top at 8-2 and were never headed.
utah was led by sophomore sensa-
tion Danny Vranes with 22 points,
11 rebounds and Torn Chambers,
who chipped in another 20' points.
Donny Rice and Scott Martin led
the Utes fast break, which event-
ually destroyed the Boise State
Attack.
After being behind 36-20 at half
time, BSU surged back as they did
Friday night, to pull within 9
points several times In the second
half. But Uiah guard Greg Deane
went to work, handing outten
assists to ice the game for the
Utes.
Mike MudeEl, ironically from Salt
Lake· City, led the. second half
Bronco comeback, hittlng60f 9
from the field and a total of 13
points, 11 In the last half. But the
Broncos were. too far back to
challenge for the lead. The other
bright spots were sean McKen- "
na's, 11 points and 4 rebounds,
Tom L1oy's 9 point effort and John .
Anderson's 8 rebounds. The game
was marred by a first half parade
offolils by Utah, due generally, to
.close hand checking. However, the
Broncos could only cash in on 12 of
22 free throws.
The Broncos will now meet
CaI-8tate Fullerton In their first
home. engagement of the young'
season. The game will be played
this Saturday Dec. 2 In the BSU
gym. Game time is scheduled far 8
.pm,· M.S.T.
·1A.A.1'JI1tlt. WE BUYUSED . VVftif WE SELL
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__ .> Two Boise State University
tennis players were winners at
this past weekend's Idaho F8J1
Indoor Toonls Tournament.
BSU freshman Steve Appleton
from West Covina, CA won the
open singles title and teamed
up with BSU senior Greg Wall
from San Diego, CA to win the
open class doubles competition.
Both Appleton and Wall will
play for the Bronco varsity team
this spring.
BSU WRESTLERS PLACE
SEVENTH AT LAS VEGAS TWO BRONCOS NAMED TO BIG SKYALL-ACADEMIC CROSS COUNTRYTEAM
Two Boise State University cross
country athletes have boon named to
the Big Sky Conference Cross Country
Ail-American team.
Karl Knepp,' a Junior majoring In
.Engllsh, and Stan Link, a sophomore
majoring In Business Me among the
seven runners in the league gaining the
honor.
Knepp carries a 3,81 grade point
average while Link has B 3,02 GPA on a
4.0 scale. To qualify for the team, an
athlete must carry a 3.0 GPA. Knapp
finished 13th In the Big Sky Conference
Cross country championships this past
weekend. Link was 19th.
The Boise State University
wrestling team placed seventh In
the ten team University of Nevada
at Las Vega'l Classic. The Invit-
ational tournament was held this
past saturday, November 25 on
the UNLV campus,
All but two BSU wrestlers made
it Into the quarterfinals and soph-
omore Bill Braseth took third place
In the tourney at 1n pounds. His'
only loss was to the eventual
tourney champ. Braseth, of
Parma, 10, was named Boise State
wrestler of the Week for his effort.
Also wrestling into the consola-
tion 'finals for BSU were Kevin
Wood at 167 and Elroy Thompson
at 158, Both finished fourth.
"We did not wrestle nearly as
well as last week at our own
tournament," BSU wrestling
coach Mike Young said. "We Just
had an off day and made some
obvious mistakes."
Brad Allred at 134 and Harold
Wittman at 190 both wrestled very
well for two rounds until making
mistakes that cost them matches.
The Broncos are Idle this week-
end and resume action with the
Beehive Tournament at Provo,
UT, December 8-9. The meet,
hosted by BYU, has 16 teams
scheduled for competition. In ad-
dition to the host BYU team and
BSU, teams from Utah, Utah
State, [dahoState, Weber State,
Montana State, Bakersfield (CA) ,
Portland State and Cal Poly, San
Luis Obispo will be competing.
Bakersfleld Is currently ranked
number one in the nation In
Divlslonll while Cal Poly, SLO is
also highly regarded and in the top
_six or seven In Division II.
·,"ffll" ...... ..)0.\ \ ;,. ,
MEET THE BRONCO BASKETBALL
DINNER SET
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL
A"Meet the Broncos" basketball din-
ner Is set for Wednesday, Nov. 29 at
Georglo's Restaurant In the Westgate
Mall. The Social hour and dinner Is
sponsored by the Bronco Athletic
Association In honor of the 1978-79BSU
basketball team. Coach Bus Connor, his
staff and players will be on hand for the
dinner. The social hour begins at 6:30
pm. The no-host dinner begins at 7:30
pm.
All Bronco fans and supporters are
Invited to attend this function.
W - L CITY RECREATION WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL LEAGUE TO BEGIN
Registration begins December 4 for
women's basketball, sponsored by the
Boise City Recreation Department.
Players must be at least of high school
graduate age. Team registration tee:
$70.00. League play begins the week of
January 8. Games to be played on
Monday and Wednesday evenings. For
more Information, call Bobble Kay
Downend at 384-4148.
RECORDS
Crazy Creepers
6 MUSketeers
Gamma Phi Beta
Towers 5th Floor
Towers 6th Floor
2-0
2 - 0
1 - 1
1 - 1
0-2
Print Shop
Goodtlmers
M-l
TKE
BSUII
2 - 0
1 - 1
1 - 1
·1 - 1
1 -1
1:HUNDREDS OF: THOUSANDS OF WOMEN
USE ENCARE OVAL:
Encare Oval" was introducedto Ameri-
can doctors in November 1977. Almost
immediately, it attracted widespread phy-
sician and patient attention.
Today, Encare Oval is being used by
hundreds of thousands-of women, and
users surveyed report overwhelming sat-
isfaction. Women using Encare Oval say
they find it an answer to their problems
with the pill, IUD's, diaphragms, and aero-.
2
SOlfoams.
'~'" ER=ECTIVENESS
ESTABLISHED IN '. .
CLINICAL TESTS.
Er:JcareOval" was subjected to one of the
most rigorous tests ever conducted for a
vaginal contraceptive. Results were .
excellent-showing that Encare Oval
provides consistent and extremely high
sperm-killing protection. This 'recent U.S.
report supports earlier studies in Euro-
pean laboratories and clinics.
Each Encare Oval insert contains a pre-
cise, premeasured dose of the potent,
sperm-killing agent nonoxynol 9. Once
properly inserted, Encare Oval melts and
gently effervesces, dispersing the sperm-
killing agent within the vagina.
The success of any contraceptive
method depends on consistent and
accurate use. Encare Oval" is so conve-
nient you won't be tempted to forget it.
And so simple to insert, it's hard to make
a mistake.
If pregnancy poses a special risk for you,
your contraceptive method should be se-
lected after consultation with your doctor.
of cases, however, burning or irritation
has been experienced by either or both
partners. If this occurs, use should be
discontinued.
WOMEN1S
BASKETBALL SLATES EASIER TO INSERT
THAN A TAMPON.
The Encare Oval" is smooth and small, so
it inserts quickly arid easily-without an
applicator. There's none of the bother of
aerosol foams and diaphragms. No
device inside you. No pill to remember
every day. Simply use asdlrected when
you need protection.
You can buy Encare Oval whenever you
need it ... it's available without a prescrip-
tion. And each Encare Oval is individ~
ually wrapped to fit discreetly into your
pocket or purse.' .
BRONCO-BENGAL
CONTEST
BSU womens' baclketball goes on
the road for the second gIDTle of
the young season when It meets
the Idaho State University women
at Pocatello at-7 pm. Friday; Dec.
1 in Reed Gym.
Boise State has -defeated ISU in
each of three past encounters, but
the Bengal team finished fourth
last year in their region with a
13-10 season.
ISU returns five women Including
their leading scorer Mary Bond
who carries a 17.0 average and
Kelly Chapple with a 10.2 ppg.
Three transfer players and four
freshmen complete the line up.
With only one game behind
them, the Bronco women are
sharpening their offensive moves
and defensive tactics.
Freshman Dana Jones from Taco-
ma, WA, leads BSU scor.ing with
her 15 points against the Austral-
ian St. Kilda team. senior guard
Vicki Hileman of Whitefish, MT,
and fellow Montana Ruth Fugle-
berg qf Polson each had 13 points.
Fuglebergalso was the leading
rebounder with 12, followed by
Nancy Phillips of Boise with 10.
BECAUSEENCAREOVAL
IS INSERTED IN ADVANCE,
IT WON'T INTERRUPT
LOVEMAKING.
Since there's no mess or bother, Encare
Oval gives you a measure of freedom
many contraceptives can't match.
The hormone-free Encare Oval. Safer for
your system than the pill or IUD. Neater
and simpler than traditional vaginal con-
traceptives. So effective and easy to use
that hundreds of thousands have already
found it-quite simply-the preferred
contraceptive. '
©1978 Eaton-Merz laboratories, Inc.
Norwich, New York 13815 EA 1617
NO HORMONAL
Sloe EFFECTS.
Encare Oval'"·is free of hormones, so it
cannot create hormone-related health
problems-like strokes and heart
attacks-that have been linked to the pill.
And, there is no hormonal disruption of
your menstrual cycle.
Most people find Encare
Oval completely satisfac-
tory. In a limited number
European
Mototslnco
Soecializing .in
VW~Porsche,
Audi,
Repairs
& Sales
·Wflt~ the ExpettsP
.Vaginal contracl'ptive
reventionof pregnancy
~_p""",,·'ii;'>·."".,·
Rudy Quallio
~> Owner-Mgr.
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CEDRIC MINTER REWRITES
RECORD BOOK AT BSU
behind the leader, Lee Vl/hlte, who
gained 3,062 yards for Weber
State. from 1965-67.
Minter Is also second on the
ail-time conference list for yards
gained per game. He Is averaging
109 yards a' game. 'MIlte Is
number one on that list with an
average of 100.4 yards a game.
Listed below are the records set
or tled by Cedric Minter this past
football season.
Single season-Individual Rushing
Most Carries - 258, 1978
Most Net Yards - ,1,526, 1978
Boise State University sophomore
tailback Cedric Minter has rewrit-
ten'th8 Bronco record book, set-
ting seven new marks and tying
two existing records, both of which
he previously set.
In addition to the school records
tie set, Minter established himself
as the finest single season rusher
In the Big Sky Conference's 15-
year history with his 1,526 yards
rushing In 1978. He broke the old
mark of 1,499 set' by Montana
State's Don Haas In 1966.
Minter Is now seventh on the BIg
Sky alI·tlme career rushing list
with 2,403 yards In just two
. seasons. He Is only 659 yards
Single Game-Individual Rushing
Most Carries - 38VB San Jose State
Most Net Yards - 261 VB N. Mich.
Most ToLK:hdowns Rushing - (tied
existing record)
-,4 VB Cal Poly, SLO. 1977
- 4 VB Idaho, 1978
Longest Touchdown Rushing
- 44 yard9 VB Northem Michigan
Single Game-Individual. Scoring
Most Touchdowns SCored ~4 vs 10
(tied his own record, also held by
John smith and Don Hutt)
Career Record-Individual Rushing
,Most carries - 410 In two seaSons
1977-78. (Career not Comoleted)
Most Net Yards GaIned - 2,403 In
two seasons, 1977-'78 (Career not
completed)
~ \l".•~J1~JI.Il il,.;r;p
~~ Clothing ~I(t
Latest Styles v
~, Offering 10% Discount
to B5U5tudents
DOWN VEST $14.00
LEATHER VEST $16.00
DACRON VEST $6.00
1032 Broadway 1 Block South of Stadium
GVMNASTS OPENS
SEASON
WI1H BGIiSmON'
The BoIse State women's gymna-
stics tearn opens' their 1978-79
season Friday, DeC. 1 at 7:30 In
the BSU gym with an exhibition.
Gymnastics coach Ed Zimmer
sald, "The purpose of the exhibi-
tion is to Introduce the team to the
public and to see how our gym-
nasts do In a non-practice situa-
tion. We'll be watching closely to
determine who will compete for us
against Brigham Young University
and, RIcks College, our first dual
meets'."
, ExplainIng the competitive for-
mat in gymnastics; Zimmer said,
. "We're required to use three
gymnasts, who compete In all four
events. Our number one Is fairly
definite but the second and thIrd
spats are wide open." Zimmer
expects Patty Rintala, a sopho-
'more from Vancover, Wash., to be
the top all-arounder. Four other
gymnasts will vie for the two other
position. Those competing for the
remaining postlons include: $heila
Mliligan and Pam Coker, return-
ing sophomores; Michelle Kings-
bury, a sophomore transfer from
WSU; and Cecily Corder, an Idaho
High School ChampIon from
Boise Capital High. ,
There are' thirteen gymnasts on
the Bronco roster. Sevan are
returning competitors while the
remaining six are freshman or
sophomores transfers.
Optimistic about his team and it's
potential, Zimmer said, "We have
much more depth and experience
than we had last season and we're
Improving rapidly. We meet
twenty teams this year and we
have an exceptionally good home ,
schedule. All In the Northwest are
stronger, but we're right up there
with them."
BStJ'S JOllY, SMITH RUNS 142nd
IN NATIONAL CROSS COUNTRY MEET
Freshman JodY smtthotontano, placing; The race was very compe-
asu's first-ever entrant In the titive and a 9llOd learning exper-
National AIAW Cross Country lence for both of us." '
Meet, placed 142ndout of 234 ' Mary Decker of the University of
runners saturday, Nov.' 18 at'. Colorado placed first with a 16:59.4
Englewood. Jody's time over the - the only runner to post a time
5;000 meter course was 19:19.3.' under 17 minutes.
Although Smith was in the top <!b The Iowa State University team
runners at the three-quarter mile took top honors for the fourth
mark, Coach Basil Dahlstrom said, consecutive year followed by North
"Running at altitude was a new Carolina State and Pennsylvania
experience and that accounts con- State.
siderably for her final time and
~OV' P '8ST 5(
29 CANS& BOnUS
ILLER
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TERM PAPERS, THESES, DISSERTATIONS
PROFESSIONAl QUALITY
IBM CORRECTIN3 SELECTRIC
SEVERAL TYPE STYLESAVAILABLE
FROM 50CENTS PER PAGE
PICKUP AND DELI VERY SERVICE
KAARENL BARR P.O. BOXn4,Emmett, 10 83817
AVAILABLE B
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<} DISCO SYSTEMS ' '
G IN::'ERCOM SYSTEMS
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Pam Shopping Center
Semng the Northwest in 5 Slales
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PC·BIIIIIIIII'"III11IIIII11I111IIII'III111IIII111I111111111
,PCBs have caused tumors, birth
detects and adverse liver effects in
laboratory animals at low levels of
exposure. The most frfghtenjng
danger slgrtals have been turned
up in a laboratory study on rhesus
monkeys by Dr. James Allen at the
University of Wisconsin.
Female monkeys fed PCBs at
levels' now found In some human
mothers suffered Increased num-
bers of still births and miscarri-
ages. Those Infants who survived
were smaller than normal, had
swollen lips and eyelids, ~~In dis-
1
1
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Director
Sco~t Des~mC!ln
Musical Director -
DAVID EICHMANN
LYNN WIlliAMS as PETER PAN ,
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•CONTINUED FROM PAOE 9 coloration, behavlor problems,The persistence and toxicity of learning difficulties and a greater
PCBs varies according to the than normal susceptibility to In-
proportion of chlorine In each fectlous diseases.
compound. The human toleranoe There are no studies that show
level for PCBs Is unknown, accord- how long-term exposure to PCBs University .Arbiter
ing to a spokeeman for the Food may affect human health. "It 2 d FI
and Drug Administration, which is would take 20-40 years and be very n oor SUD "'" ...._".".
responsible for setting limits on expensive," explained Blondell of ..
hazardous substances In food. the EPA. . ,. •••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••
Tolerance levels, he added, will However, a Michigan study
do little to decrease PCB eontaml- suggests that PCBs may accumu-
. nation. As long as the stuff Is out late in the human body. That
there, It will continue to tum up In study found that people who
fish, meat, and other foods, as regularly ate Lake Michigan
well as In the air. sportsflsh had higher PCB levels
The worst known Instance of in their blood than those who did
PCEl'polsonlng occurred In'1968-ln not. those levels did not diminish
Japan. Nearly 13,000 people who, significantly nine months after fish
had eaten contaminated rice deve- was cut from their diet.
loped severe symptoms including Because PCBs build up in fatty
a type of acne, swelling eyelids, tissue. and are released through
visual disturbances, and brown, the blood and through lactation,
Ing of skin and nails. women of child-bearing age have
Last year, the New York State been cautioned to avoid eating fish
Planr'ing Commission cautioned from waters contaminated by the
that there has been "Insufficient compounds. These include the
attention" given the problem of Great Lakes and the Hudson
potential PCB poisoning in the River.
United States. Meanwhile, as studies continue
on the human effects of some of
the vast number of chemicals that
have been released Into the envi-
ronment before their impact on
health was fUlly known, the list of
those found dangerous keeps
growing.
Recently, the National Cancer
Institute declared EDG (ethylene
dichloride), one of the most heavi-
ly used chemicals, a cancer agent
in laboratory animals.
In Michigan, most residents ..
have been found to carry In their
bodies detectable levels of PBBs;
polybromlnated biphenyls, which
cause liver cancer in rats.
These chemicals, flame retard-
ants used until recently In plastics,
were accidentally put into cattle
feed In 1973,and 1974: .The ·new
Study, by Dr. Irving Sellkoff of Mt. .
Sincil School of Medicine, confirms
scientists' worst fears: PBBs have
spread through, the population and
are likely to stay In human bodies
for life. .
"It Is certainly possible there
are other chemicals that are as
persistent as PCBs that we don't
yet know about," said the EPAs
Blondell.
MClk~ .this Christmas
.the merriest ever by
shopping at the Cu'bicile!
Free
Gift
WroppingJ
In th.Mlnl MaU.onFaitvlew
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l diversions : , J'e.
Assertiveness. - "Fogging" Is another helpful
technique. "Fogging" Is descrIp-
tive of what this technique does to
. people who are critical. To fog, to
listen to what the person says and
- agree with them.
. Larry - Your blouse Is wrinkled.
Don't you ever iron four clothes?
Erica - Yes, my blouse is
wrinkled.
Larry - And you have a hole in -
your jeans.
Erica - Yes, I do have a hole In
my jeans. '
Larry - You don't have any socks
on. How can you dress like that?
Erica - You're right, I don't have
any socks on. .
Fogging Is a way to stop argu-
ments or to stop someone from
making you feel guilty. In the
above dialogue, ErICQ never gives
an excuse or reason for her
appearance. _
A third technique is called "neg-
ative assertion." .You persistently
ask, "V'IIhat do you mean?" and
say, "I don't understand what
you're trying to say." Negative
assertion is a way of lmproving
communication through clarifica-
tion of needs and ideas.
Mother - You should feel
ashamed of yourself.
Son - V'IIhat do you mean?
Mother - I mean you're a lazy
bum!
Son .: I don't understand what
you're trying to say.
Mother-I just want you to clean
your room!
Son - OK, I agree, my room
needs to be' cleaned.
The mother has stated her griev-
ance and the son has replied, with
a minimum of guilt feelings and
hostility.
Becoming assertive demands
more than the use of these three
techniques. .it Is necessary to
embrace the philosophy to not
react becai it Is "right,'! or
"because you should," or "be.
cause you feel bad or guilty If you
don't." Being assertive le simply
having the courage to be true to
yourself!
by Anne watm
Fran - You're such a grouch this
morning I
Alice- You're right. I'm not In a
very good mood today.
and it involves intensely listening
"No, I'm not Interested, "? If so, to the other person and repeating
you are probably used to being your demand.
submissive to others. The next
step toward assertiveness is to C8.rl- V'IIhenIwas here earlier I
concentrate on physical appear- bought two chickenswith my other
ance while talkl1;l9 with people. groceries, and when I got home
Eye contact Is Important In com- the meat was missing.
munication, and how your body Clerk - Do you have your cash
reflects feelings ts another way to receipt? .
change behavior. For example, C8.rl- Yes, and Iwant my meat.
crossed legs while sitting suggests After you' establish what you
defensiveness and fear. Tone and
quality of voice is another aspect want, try a workable compromise.
of nonverbal behavior that could' .'"Rerun" is used on shop clerks
communicate submissiveness. If and other people who will not be
responsive to your requests. It can
you can look someone in the eyes, also be effective In dealing 'with
arms held loosely at your sides, children and zealousmissionaries.
and calmly say, "No. I'm not
interested, " you are on the way to
becoming assertive.
There are techniques to help you
gain confidence and really listen to
. other people. The first technique
is called the "rerun" technique,
In this short exchange, Alice just
illustrated how an assertive person
would react to criticism. Assertive
behavior is somewhere between
aggressive and passiveextremes.
It is a philosophy based on the
concept that the only person
responsible for .you Is yourself,
and teaches a person to be in
control of emotions while doing
What he wants to do, without
feelings of guilt.
The first step toward assertive
behavior is to be aware of how
you behave toward people. Do you
_ let people sell you items because it
is easier to buy them than to say,
SKI
TOURIMG
CENTER
In Overland ParkDiamonds
For the Man
a~the Top
Complete
Sal&s • Service· Rentals
Featuring:
Rossignol trak 6 Lovett Skis
Horrona 6Haugen Doots
plus excel, swix, rotleFelia, lroll, Karma,
ex-ellte & Jock Rabbil accessories
These are the diamorid rings
synchronized to the bold beat
of. male fashion. All set in 14 Kt
white or yellow gold, looking
every bit the 'very best.
up io 15 % P,.·S.olOn PockOll. discount
10-9 Mon· Sal 11-5Sun 376-4484' ..
By ~RUig IA For the young man•••
A. handsome dllllTlond ring
$1 i9'O Ift SpectBCular3 diamond ring.,11.1. for him
,. Impressive dlarnond highlights
"'. unique styling
D Unusual styling I 4 diamond• 14 Kt. sparkler
$69980
Budget 1'~rms
c
famous for Diamonds
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DOWNTOWN BOISE· WF..sTGATE MALL·
VISTA Vn.~GE· KARCHEB MALL The 12iClUD. .' .,. .
IS now open on Sunday.
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by'Kay Ckrty ,
Santa Claus Is not the only one to
be ooming town; Peter Pan Is
oomlng to .Idaho's capital city the
first two week-ends In December.
Sir James Matthew Barrie's
whimsical child~ play, based on
one of his own novels, 'has become
a regular feature of the London
theatrical soene at Christmas
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, St. Luke's Hospital Is now offering
emergency_Outpatient Services. A
physician will be on duty 24 hours a
day, besides a trained staff ready to
deal with anything lrom cuts and
bruises to major" strokes and heart
allacks. A charge will be made lor
em9lllency services based on the
nature and extent 01 the treatment,
besides a physician's lee II a doctor's
servlces are required.
To call the Emergency Outpatient
Service, dall 386-2344
The Ada County' Chapter 01 the Idaho
Conservation League (ICLI will hold a
membership meeting Thursday, Dec. 7
at 7:30 pm at the Idaho Educational
Association building, 620 N. 6th St.
Anyone Interested In ccnservatlon and
environmental action Is Inv!ted to
attend •
With Increasing oommunltyooricernlor
air quality and saving energy. more and
more Bolseans are using alternatives to
driving alone. carpooling IjIld riding
Boise Urban Stages are beoomlng very
popular. During November Boise Ur-
ban Stegas all time ridership records
were exceeded on the sixth and
fourteenth. On both days, oooording to
Boise Urban Stooes' General Maneger,
Len Engle, ridership exceeded 3,000
passengers. • '
The Alliance Francalse of Boise pre-
sents the French comedy, "The Cup-
board Was Bare," on Thursday, Nov-ember 30, 1976, at 7:30 pm, In the Big
Four Roo;" of the BSU SUB. The 1952
111mIs In black and,wttlte, with english
subtitles, 62 minutes long, and one 01
the best Femandel comedies eyer
produced. It Is goad entertainment lor
the entire lamlly. The Alliance Is asking
for a donation 01 $2,00 for adult
non-members, and $1.00 lor members,
students, and senior citizens, to help
delray expenses.
A prllCllcai politics workshop will be
held at the YWCA on Sst.., Decemb(>r 2
9 am to 3:30 prn, with all Intested
persons Invited. The workshop will
address questions such as; "What
mllkes candldat09 run lor public office"
and "How do candidates r.un Winning
campaigns?," acoordlng to TIna Alox-
anderson, who Is In charge 01 tho day
long program.
Registration lor the day Is $3.00. Pre-
registration Is due at tho YWCA by
Friday, Decemoo- 1.,
Sunday De,c 3 8:00 pm
Boisean Lounge
A highly accl,aimed
award· winning documentary
IFILMSTUDYOF 'THE
VIETNAMWAR1
performances. Peter Pan then
wentto Hollywood to be made Into
a very successful movie.
The Boise production features
Lynn Williams at Peter Pan. She
was last seen as the Impish
zauberfinger In the summer stock
show, "The Golden Grotto," Cap-
tain Hook is played by John
Eichmann, an actor and singer
well .known to area states. His
sister, Sea Eichmann, Is playing
mrs. Darling, and brother David
Eichmann Is Musical Director,
who together with Eric Bischoff,
wrote three new songs for this
show. Roger Smith plays· Mr.
Darling, Ann Clarkson plays Cook-
son and Liz Streiff plays TIger Lily.
several BSU grads are also In the
, showonvorklng on the production
crew.
The play opens Friday December
1 with a 7:30 curtain; with matinee
performances as 1:00 and 4:00 prn
Saturday and Sunday, December 2
and 3. The same schedule will be
repeated the follOWing week-end,
december 8, 9, and 10. TIckets are
priced at $1.00 for children under
12 and $2.00 for adults. For more
information call the theater at
342-5104.
':-:"
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with disastrous results for them-
CONTINUED FROM PAGE IS selves and for the rest of us.
a great deal of sexual frustration. VVhat happened In Jonestown
So, rather than healthily Indulging was no accident or aberration. It
their sexual drives, religious true was a direct result of the socia/1m-
believers repress them, become tion process the People'S Temple
tremendously frustrated,and then cultists experienced In their home-
put all of that energy produced by land, the U.S.A.
frustration In the hands of reli- It can't happen here? It already
glousl political fakers, generally has! I!
music by Rag9 ,Band
Admission: $2.50 ,per person
IDt8. Claude Spinosa,
where It was first produced In run: 321 performances. Four years
1904 with Nina Boucicault at as later, in July, the musical version
Peter, a part subsequently played was opened by a touring company
by a long list of distinguished in San Francisco, Calif., with Mary
actresses including Maude Adams Martin in the title role. It played in
who charmed' New York audiences Theaters across the country and
during the Christmas seasons opened at the Winter Garden
from 1905 through 1915. The play Theater in New York on OCtober
returned year after year, closing', 20, 1954, for a run of 152
on April 24, 1950 after It's longest
AMMOUMCEMENTS AMNOUNCEMEN
TS ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCE
MEMTS ANNOUNCEMENTS AMNOUNC
ANMOUMCEM~NTS ANNOUNCEMENT
T 1E'1 1M P I i
.!lA/Movie of the Yeanr17U
starring
AnneDancroft Leslie Orowne Shirley MacLain@
Tom SIi:erritt Mih:hail Daryshnikov
Wednesday ~ov 29 '8:00pm SUDBallroom
Student l\esidCl1'ntial ~ifG
Annual
Christmas Dan
Dec 7 9:00pm-l :OOam
Rodeway Inn
semi-formal.
Cat DQllo~
Starring .Lee Marvin
, Dec 6 8:00 Pill
SUB·Ballroom
Student Union
Nez Perce Room 8:00PM.
, 'NAUTilUS'
Wednesday Dec 6
Which One
'Would You Choose?
Alpha Tau Omega
Beta Theta Pi
tomdo Chi Alpha
Phi Gamma Delta
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi
If you would like to see one of the
above fraternities at Boise State,
please stop by the Activities Office,
2nd Floor SUB, or call 385-1223.
HENRY WINKLER
SALLY FIELD
'Finding the one you /iJiJe ...
isJillding yourself:
lelI51 S
A UNIVEllSAl PICTURE
TECHNICOlOR@ ~G>
AFTER
NIGHT
DELIGHTFRIDAY &SAlURDAY
AT 12:00 MIDNIGHT
t W4lS the De tas
against the· rules •••
NUleNJU.
,LAM •••• s'"
AMI__4L
Dally at 8:00 & 10:00
Holiday Matinees Thursday
• Friday, Saturday & SUnday
at 2:00. :4:~,6:oo, 6:00 & 10:00. - ~
10'5,1 ove-rlon(t rei.
GOIN'
SOOTH.
. . ~,,~1'O::Ue !ffil(jA
weekdays at 7:00 &,-,9:15
Mat Sat & sun At 2:30.
4:45. 7:00 &j9:115~.1
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Mexican Food: Home Style :lInlllllll""IlIllIlIlIlIllIlIllIllIllIllIllIl"IllIll"IllIlIl"IllIf""""""I11I11""l/Il11""""I11I11I11"UIIIII
by Chuck Bufe
"My godl I» they expect me to
eat this?" has been my reaction on
more than, one occasion, upon
being served "Mexican" food In
Boise restaurants. Unfortunately,
the quality of the food In Boise's
Mexican food eateries ranges from
the Incredibly bad to the merely
mediocre, all of It being' fairly
bland. Prices range from the
unreasonable to the monstrous.
That being the, case, there's
really only one solution If you want
good Mexican food at a reasonable
price: Make it yourself. For the
benefit of those from culturally
deprived backgrounds, I.e., those
of you not raised In Arizona, here
are a few of my favorite recipes:
OUESADILLAS
(single serving)
1 whol~ wheat or flour tortilla.
Cover as thickly or thinly as
desired with any or all of the
following: pieces of tomato, aver
cado, green chile, andror green
onion. Cover with a fair thick layElr
of either Monterey Jack of mild
mild cheddar cheese. Place In
oven and brio I until cheese begln/J
to bubble (probably, one or two
minutes). Remove from oven
sprinkle with hot sauce, fold In
half, and have at It.
FRIJOLES
[enough for 6-8 persons 1
2 or 3 cups of pinto beans. Put In a
fairly large pot and cover with
water to approximately 3 times the
depth of the beans. Let soak for a
few hours, then put on stove at a
medium boll. Add:
2 T peanut butter (takes the place
of lard)
2 t cumin ,
1 .to 2t ground coriander seeds
V2 t ground red chiles (not chile
powder)
. V2 t salt
V2 t garlic powder (if desired)
GUACAMOLE
(enough for 3-4persons)
4 avacadoes, mash until smooth,
combine with (If desired) V2 pt.
plain yogurt, or sour cream, mix In
juice ott lemon, season to taste
with Garlic Powder, Cumin, Dr.
Bronner's Minerai Salt, and
ground red (hot) chiles. Note: .
Ground chiles are not the same
thing aschile powder. Avcld using
chile powder In these recipes.
1 onion (diced), omit If you wish
VVhenthe markings on the beans
have disappeared and they've
absorbed most of the water,
they're done. Mash them with a
potato masher and that's all there
Is to It.
2 or 3 hot yellow chiles or
jalapenos if available. (If not
available, add 1h t ground red
chiles)
2 or 3 egg~.
1 t ground Corlandeer seeds
. 1 t cumin
1h t salt
(CPS) -Is It legal to shout "Eat
death, scum. I hate you. I hate
Dip com tortillas In hot corn oil you." In 3crowded nightclUb? An
and spread out In ceramic or glass Austin (Texasf judge ruled yes,
baking dish (pyrex bread pans but no last week In a case
work well); Place diced onion, Involving' the First Amendment
pieces, of olive, tofu, and some rights of punk rock singers.
grated cheese cn tortillas, and roll The unusual legal question arose
them up. V\lhen finished roiling during an ,engagement of the
the enchiladas, sprinkle whatever Huns,a punk rock group, at a
cheese Is left over them, blendthe University of Texas-Austin area
sauce until smooth, or nearly so, club. As lead singer Phil Tolstead
nd pour It over the enchiladas. was singing the song "Eat Death
Place In a 350 to' 375 degree SCum," a plainclothes policeman
pre-heated oven and bake for who was at the club Investigating a
approximately 45 minutes. The c noise complaint approached the
enchiladas are done then the stage.
onions inside of them have turned Tolstead began directing the
clear (needless- to say, break one song's lyrics "I hate you" at the
openwith a fork to see). officer, Steven Bridgewater, while
It could be argued that these pointing at him. Bridgewater then
recipes are not "authentic." And attempted to handcuff Tolstead,
they aren't. But they are fairly who, In turn, attempted to kiss
tasty; they're all madewlth readily him. A scuffle broke out, more
available Ingredients; they're in- policemen entered the club and
expensive to make; and they're assisted Bridgewater in arresting
not all-day projects. Tolstead and four other bar pa-
trons.
, At the 12-hour trial, Judge Steve
Russell did not condemn the lyrics
them-selves. ~'Punk rock does
enjoy constitutional' protection,
because the state may not decide'
which art forms are legitimate,"
Russell ruled. '
However, unlike the audience
members who "consented" to
hear the abusive lyrics, Bridge-.
water was a "non-consenting"
person, and thus the lyrics consti-
tuted assaultive behavior.
Tolstead "was found guilty of
disorderly' conduct and fined
$53.56, while a patron was fined
$28.50. The others arrested were
not found guilty.
However, aUT government pro-
fessor doesn't agree with the
judge, citing two similar Supreme
Court cases that ruled contrary 'to
Russell's decision. In 1972,
Professor Robert Hardgrave re-
calls, the Court ruled against a
police officer who' arrested a
person in a picket line who said
"White son of a bitch, I'll ,kill
you." A similar decision was
handed down in another case of a
citizen verbally harrasslng an om-
cer, leading U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Lewis Po\N6l1to assign a
"higher degree of restraint" to
police. "If we are to be led by
Justice Pav/ell," says Hardgrave,
"police officers should be expec-
ted 10 effectively restrain them-
selves."
Hardgrave also questioned the
First Amendment implications of
an Incident occurring the day after
the arrests, when handbills ap-
peared on campus reading "Kill
Steven Bridgewater Pig Pig" and
"Kill Pollce."Another Austin,
. officer, Phil Townsend, arrested a
man posting the bills for "making
a terrorist threat," although in
court the charges were reduced to
posting handbills on public pro-
perty.
"It could be that the words on the
handbills were symbolic," Hard-
grave observed, ,"If that was the
case, then speech should not be
limited. On the other hand, how
much Intent needs to be shown?"
"Should we have a dead police
officer?"
Meanwhile, the attomey for punk
singer Tolst~d is planning an '
appeal.
, TOSTADAS
Fry until crisp, In corn 011, as many
corn tortillas as desired. Spread a
layer of hot (the hotter the better)
frijoles on the tortillashell, sprin-
kle a layer of Monterey Jack or
mild cheddar cheeseonthe frijoles,
and top with strips of lettuce
and piece of tomato. Sprinkle with
hot sauce if you want to.
ENCHILADAS'
Hsrrison Boulevard Style
(enough for approx 1V2 dozen)
2 large onions - dice
1 can pitted black olives - cut
olives in half
1 brick Tofu (if desired) - crumble
1 pound mild cheddar or Monterey
Jack Cheese - grete
sauce: place the following In a
blender
1 medium or large onion
1 large can tomatoes '
1 cup milk
e
We buy, sell, trade
6422 FAIRVIEW AVENUE
Sat . Dec 9th
9pm-lam
BSUStudent Union Ballroom
Sponsored by
ASBSU Public Relations
TWOOcean Prints
KWZ-FM Art Gregory
Sandy Beach - Magic Musical Tour
U. S. Marine Corps
Your Christmas
Wish Card
(Talre me to the Cubicle, I'll make Christmas
Shopping so much easier for your friends and
loved ones. i
Accessories
a,
oe
FICTION- NON·FICTION.
BOISE,IDAHO 83704
BOISE BLADES"
BCEH KEY
,Dec ~ Friday 6:~5
vs Gonzaga Home
D~c2 Saturday 6:~5
vs Gonzaga Home
ICE SKATING & CO.
1771 Wildwood
Boise, Idaho 83704
Adding fun and new
dimensions to
your Christmas .
.Nowte/I all your friends, your parents, grandfJ8!!1!!.ts!.}111d~e Specla.J.I!W_L,!!!.walt1f!gJor tnem to use at the Cubicle.,. -_. " . ...
Description Color Size Price Description Color Size Price
"
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Punk Rock
Enjoys
Protection
TONIGHT'
"The Turning Point" plus
"The Mime of marcell Mar-
ceaux" 'Wed, Nov 29th, 8:00
pm in the SUBBallroom.
,~~~~~,_ 0' ,,~I This· Week: 1~000b".-- "0"0
%J~;::::: :':C:::}:;:;:::;::{;:;:::,'.; ;:.;:::~ ::::;:::::;:,:;:;:;:;:;";';; ;:;:{:;::::::;:;:::;:;; ;.:~:::: .::::::::~_::::::::-< .- ;.-.;;:::;:;:;:.:::
T R F INov. 29
POP FILM: "The Turning
Point," 8 prn In SUB Ballroom.
BOISl: GALLERY OF ART:
Gallery Christmas Event, 8 pm
at the Boise Gallery of Art.
STUDENT SENATE: 4 pm,
SUB Senate Chambers.
THE ALLIANCE FRANCAISE:
of Boise will present the French
Comedy, "The Cupbeard Was
Bare," 7:30 pm In the SUB Big
Four Rm.
Nov 30
ROBERT GUTHRIE: visiting
guitarist, 8 prn, Special Events
Center.
ROTARY LUNCHEON: noon,
BUS Ballroom.
FACULTY SENA,E: 8:10 pm,
SUB Senate' Chambers,
THE ALLIANCE FRANCAISE: '.
of Boise will present an evening
of French Films, 7:30 pm In the
SUB Big Four Rm.
,DR. JAMES BULLOCK: Na-
.tlonal Director of the Certilicate
In Management Accounting
from Ann Arbot, Mich., will
speak to Ihe student accounting
club (ABACUS).
Dec. 1
PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
workshop - "Alcohol & Drug
Abuse Among Women," 7:30
pm at the Anderson Center, 101
W. Bannock. Call 34!>-O760 for
Info.
MUSIC DEPT: String Ensemble
8:15 prn, Music Auditorium,
Melvin Shelton, director.
BOISE GALLERY OF ART:
Basketry classes begin for ages
10 & older, Dec, 1-15 each
Frlcjay, 4:30 • 6 pm. 345-8330.
Boise Little The-
aterplayersin re-
hersalfor upcom-
ing production,
"Peter Pan",
Dec. 1-7.
Dec.2
BOISE VAllEY DANCE
TEACHER'S ASSOC:, presents,
"The Red Shoos," a film classic
3:00 or 7:00 prn, BSU liberal
Arts Bldg., Rm 106, contact any
area dance studio for Info.
BOISE Y.W.C.A.: will preserit a
practical politics workshop, 9
am - 3:30 pm at Y.W.C.A .. Call
343-3688, for Info.
F I
Dec. 3 DOc. 6
CLASSICAL GUITARIST: MUSI~DEPT:SymphonlcBand, FALL LECTURE' SERIES:
Robert Guthrie will conduct a 6 pm, Special Evenis Center, Claude Spinosa, "Nautilus," 8,
classical guitar clinic, 1:30 pm Melvin Sheltor, director. pm In SUB Nez Perce Ani.
~~~1Mf~~~:'~.dltorlum. Call :~al~a::;~c:~ ~7:h ~:~s:~J~
BSU l'liEATER ARTS DEPT. Music Dept. Chorale, 8 pm, K
"An Eveningof Art PRl:SF.NTS: "k Stroetcar Gerald SChrader, Dlroctor.. F
and Music" on Dec. ~Jamed Deslro, " DOc. 1 - 9, 8:15 pop FILM: "Cat Ballou," 8 pm ~;
1 7 ht At th St pm at Speclal Events Center. In SUB Ballroom. ,;", -:rpm. e. n
Paul's'CatHOlicStud- Call 385-1462 from 3-6 pm ;:
~en~tCenter'~~::JwCLRSSrF ED.
Dec. 5
BOISE PHILHARMONIC:
David Bar-lIan, pianist, 7:30
pm, Capital High Auditorium.
Reservations needed, call 344-
7649 for Info.
M
Dec. 4
BOI!lE PHILHARMONIC:
David Bar-lIan, pianist, 7:30
prn, Capital High Auditorium.
Reservations needed, call 344-
7649 lor Info.
E
"The Red
Shoes" sat.
Dec. 2, 3:00
or 7:00 pm
in the BSU
UberalAris
Bldg. Rm
106.
Private, Party Classified Ads/ 4 cents Per Word/ 12 Noon Monday Deadline.
ARBITER Office~Owyhee Room, 2nd Floor SUB For More Info 385 -1464
I----CHllD CARE--r--JOR SALE,: MISCElLANEOUS:--,
Mink and leather Stroller
length coal. Seldom worn. Ap-
praised at $1200. Will soli for
$700. 342-<1339eves or 385-1484
days. Ask for Sally.,
IM~ YOUR GRACESI"',
, 5end$1.00 for your ~,
mall Cll'dar catalog of CoUeglate\
'Ra&sarctt. 10,2:50 topic listed:
Prompt Delivery. Box 25907--8,
loll Ailge!es, Ql!1f. 9OQ25. (213)
477-8228,
********************: Dr..Cll\SSIfIID]
:~ conTEst '110 ~*,. ,,',' *'
~ It1 i
*' *'*' What do tho following peoplo ' *'
a haveIn common: Robert Me- *". Cue, Bon Stroud, TIm Ridinger, ......Greg Despopoulos, and SaJly ~Scudder? *'*' They each won 2 froe11ckots 10 *'*' the Programs Board's Wild- *'**' nilsday flick, "Tho Turning*' Point," and a free Inch of *'*' Arbltllr classlfled edvortlslng. *
Add your name to tho list of*' illustrious wlnnora by matehlng *!. up to tho UnIY«olty ArbIter'. *
~ office and humming or singIng *'** or whistling "Dlxle" to Ann, :
our southllmsecrotary. •Two
FACULTY: Noed ac:ap Ill1d *' 'free tickets to "Cat Ballou" *
gown for Keillel' Inauguration? the Programa BoIrd'. oeceffi.;
Will' aell MalIter's ClIp 'and *~ bore movte, and one free Inch' ~
of ArbItDr cIIIsIIfleda IQ the first .....
gOwn at substantial nad~lon. ' flYe IlIlOPIe wIloknow their .*
='~~I:'~ =: HAPPY BIRTHDAY, JOOY. 385-1601 days. Aakfor Anne. ~". =r::'dllCOll• ~
342-0339_or3ll5-14&4day8. ' T.B.****_****************l;:=AIk=for=,=8III=1Y'=:::======The University Arbiier . WednesdaY,November29,197'8:::::===:::=====~
Ccmpul Daycanthas day or
evening Openings. Call 342·
6249/378-1425.
BABYSiTTER, days, January 2
to January 16. 342-4788.
'16 OLDS STARFIRE, 4-apeod,
air-conditioned. $2695., call
:!62-G127 (HomejorBSUswltch-
board and ~!for "Ann~'.,.
I---FORRENT-----f '74 Cf,;lICA, 4-apood, mag
wheels, AM·FM 8 track, low
mileage, $2800. Call 362~127 '
(homo) or BSU awltchboard and
ask for "Ann".
STATE BARBER COLLEGE
Short on Money? Long on Hair?
saveMoney by Getting Your Hair
Cut at State Barber Gollege., With
"., Budget Price for Guys & Girls.
Appt. Available. 2210 Main St.,
Boise, 342-9729,
1 Bedroom Trailer: Elec heat.
$135 per mo. piUS electricity.
AVallablo now. 342o{l33;1 eves
or 365-1464 days,ask for SaJly.
FOR SALE: Gibson ES 175 •
$350. Also will trade - Arm,
S1rong fluto for classical guitar
of comparable value. Call Chuck
at 343-9098 or 385-14&4.
I----FOR SALE---1
I.IldIIls DolomIto SkI BOob
alze 8, $10.00
Ladle; Henko Sid BOOI.
alze 7. $35.00. call 385-1416. PERSONA(S"'--f
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Some say it's because he
gave up a promising film
career to head up the
Budweiser Racing Team!
But the real reason isthat
he just likes to win; And he
did plenty of that this past
season in a pair of
Budweiser-sponsored, Bob
Sharp-prepared Datsun
race cars.
Fifteen races: Twelve wins!
On the pole eight times!
Three track. records!
And in the SCCA National
Championships at Road
Atlanta, he took a second
place in his ,C-Production
Datsun 280-Z ... and a third
in the. B-Sedan category with
his Datsun200~SX.
Naturally, we congratulate
him for his super season
and wish him even greater .
success in'-79. .
From your friends
at Budweiser
For a 2'x3' color poster of the Budweiser Datsun
in action. send $3.50 (check, M.O.) to .
Bob Sharp Racing Inc .. O~I South St.,Danbury, CT 06810 .
